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xABSTRACT
Sparse signal modeling has received much attention recently because of its application
in medical imaging, group testing and radar technology, among others. Compressed
sensing, a recently coined term, has showed us, both in theory and practice, that various
signals of interest which are sparse or approximately sparse can be efficiently recovered
by using far fewer samples than suggested by Shannon sampling theorem.
Sparsity is the only prior information about an unknown signal assumed in tradi-
tional compressed sensing techniques. But in many applications, other kinds of prior
information are also available, such as partial knowledge of the support, tree structure
of signal and clustering of large coefficients around a small set of coefficients.
In this thesis, we consider compressed sensing problems with prior information on
the support of the signal, together with sparsity. We modify regular `1-minimization
problems considered in compressed sensing, using this extra information. We call these
modified `1-minimization problems.
We show that partial knowledge of the support helps us to weaken sufficient condi-
tions for the recovery of sparse signals using modified `1 minimization problems. In case
of deterministic compressed sensing, we show that a sharp condition for sparse recovery
can be improved using modified `1 minimization problems. We also derive algebraic nec-
essary and sufficient condition for modified basis pursuit problem and use an open source
algorithm known as `1-homotopy algorithm to perform some numerical experiments and
compare the performance of modified Basis Pursuit Denoising with the regular Basis
Pursuit Denoising.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Outline of the Thesis
In chapter 1, we will discuss some background in sampling, sparse recovery, com-
pressed sensing (CS), and state our research problem. In sections 2, 3 and 4 of this
chapter, we will define several important concepts such as sparsity, compressibility, co-
herence, spark, and discuss their importance in CS in general and in this thesis. Com-
pressed sensing and the relevant results will be briefly explained in section 5. In section
6, we explain the motivation behind our research problem and state several research
problems considered in this thesis. We introduce problems Basis Pursuit (BP), Basis
Pursuit Denoising (BPDN) and Dantzig Selector (DS) as well as their modified versions.
Chapter 2 consists of several sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of solutions
of optimization problems mod-BP, mod-BPDN and mod-DS. In section 1, we consider
conditions based on restricted isometries. In the second part of chapter 2, we will use
coherence of a matrix for the recovery. Random matrices are primarily used for the CS
recovery problems, as they have proved to be better than deterministic matrices. In a
situation where random measurements are not possible, we have to rely on deterministic
matrices, and having coherence as a measure of the quality of a measurement matrix
becomes important. We prove that knowing part of the support beforehand helps not
only to weaken the sufficient conditions, but it also helps to break the coherence barrier.
In chapter 3, we derive dual and Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) optimality condi-
tions for modified `1- minimization problems. We also prove an algebraic necessary and
2sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of solution of mod-BP using theory of convex
optimization. Chapter 4 will have numerical experiments using an open source solver
called `1 homotopy. We solve mod-BPDN numerically using this solver and compare the
performance of BPDN and mod-BPDN. Chapter 5 consists of summary of results, future
research projects and the conclusion of the thesis. Finally, appendix A will have MAT-
LAB codes we used to solve mod-BPDN and the bibliography will list all the citations
used in this thesis.
1.2 Sampling
The world is analog but information is digital. Because computers process only digital
data, we need a medium to go between these two worlds. Thus a signal x(t), which is
continuous, becomes a string of numbers through sampling.
x(t) SamplingÐÐÐÐ→ x[n]
This then leads to some important questions: (a) how many samples should we take to
be able to reconstruct the original signal, and (b) how should we go about reconstructing
the original signal ? This question was answered by Shannon in 1948 and also by many
others in different forms and times, some as early as 1915. The following theorem,
famously known as Shannon’s Sampling Theorem [56], answers both questions.
Theorem 1.2.1. If a continuous function (signal) f(t) contains no frequencies higher
than fmax, it is completely determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced
by T ≤ pifmax and
f(t) = ∑
k∈Z f(kT ) sinc( tT − k)
where sinc t = sinpitpit .
Here fmax = piT is called the Nyquist frequency. Although Shannon’s sampling the-
orem is an elegant piece of mathematical work and has played a crucial role in signal
processing [61], it has some flaws:
31. Sometimes it requires too many samples. If the Fourier Transform of a signal has
a large support, then it requires too many samples, which will be a problem to
process in a computer.
2. It only applies to band-limited signals. No real world signals are band-limited. If
we assume that a function is band-limited, then it is entire. Such signals cannot
start and stop and hence have to go on forever in time domain. But in fact real
signals start and stop and therefore cannot be band-limited. This means that no
system that samples data from the real world can do so properly, as you would
have to wait an infinite amount of time for your results.
3. For the reconstruction, most of these theorems use the sinc function, because exact
interpolation with an ideal low pass filter can be performed with a sinc function.
But the sinc function has a considerable amount of energy in an extended interval,
and hence it has a much slower rate of convergence. So, in practice, the sinc
function is used as a heuristic to get another better interpolating function.
1.3 Sparsity and Compressibility
Sparse signals (having only a few nonzero entries) are of great importance in signal
processing for the purpose of compression. The criteria of sparsity has also been used in
deconvolution, machine learning, and regularization. Mathematically, a discrete signal
x ∈ Rp is said to be s-sparse, where s ≤ p and s is an integer, if the support of x, defined
by supp(x) = {i ∶ xi ≠ 0} contains at most s indices.
Sparsity may be in a canonical basis or transformed basis or a combination of bases.
A set of vectors that can be used to form linear combinations to represent other vectors
is called a dictionary. Thus, a signal y ∈ Rm which is sparse in a dictionary represented
by an m × p matrix A can be written as y = Ax with x sparse.
4There are many examples of real world sparse signals. For example, a radar signal
at an airport has typically zero entries, except for a few spikes locating true positions
and velocity of nearby aircraft. A signal coming from a musical instrument may not be
sparse, but its Fourier transform may be sparse. So the assumption of sparsity prior is
not just a theoretical phenomenon.
Of course not all natural and man-made signals are sparse, but in many situations
they can be approximated by sparse signals. Such signals are called compressible. A
signal x ∈ Rp is said to be compressible if the magnitudes of coefficients of x sorted in
decreasing order follow the power law ∣xI(i)∣ ≤ Ci−1r , i = 1,2,3, .., p, where r is a constant
and I(i) are the indices for the sorted components of x.
Figure 1.3.1 Sparse and compressible signal
A sparse approximation of such an x with k components is called a k-term approx-
imation of x and is denoted by xmax(k). The set of all such xmax(k) is denoted by ∑k.
Notice that ∑k is not a subspace of Rp; it is a union of subspaces in Rp. The image in
Figure 1.3.2 below is ∑2 in R3.
In case of a k-term approximation of x, the error in the given `q-norm is defined as
5follows.
σk(x)q = min
x¯∈∑K ∥x − x¯∥q = ∥x − xmax(k)∥q
where ∥x∥q = ( p∑
i=1 ∣xi∣q)
1
q
Figure 1.3.2 The set ∑2 of 2-sparse vectors in R3
The main problems associated with sparse/compressible linear models are the follow-
ing.
1. Given a signal x ∈ Rp, how do we find a sparse/compressible representation of x in
some basis or in a dictionary D, say x =Dα?
2. Once we know that x has a such a representation, how do we recover it by measuring
it with a matrix A from the linear model y = ADα?
We start with a simple model of a signal as a p-tuple x ∈ Rp where p is large, and we
assume that x is s-sparse, where s ≪ p. To get information about x we need to sample
6x by a matrix say A = [a1, . . . , ap] where a1 . . . , ap ∈ Rm are column vectors. Denoting
each sample by yi = r′ix where r′i are the rows of A, we can write x as
y = p∑
i=1 xiai = Ax
Ideally, we want to solve this underdetermined system of equations and find x that has
the fewest number of non-zeros. The best measure of sparsity is the `0-quasinorm defined
as ∥x∥0 = #{i ∶ xi ≠ 0}. The search of sparse x then amounts to solving an optimization
problem
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥0 such that y = Ax (P0)
That is, among infinitely many x’s that satisfy y = Ax, we choose the one that has the
fewest nonzero components. While `0-quasinorm gives the best measure for sparsity, it
has some flaws. First, `0 is not a norm. It does not satisfy the homogeneity properly,
namely ∥αx∥0 ≠ ∣α∣∥x∥0; but also ∥ ⋅ ∥0 is not convex. Further, it has been shown [52] that
the search for such an x is an NP hard problem.
To avoid these problems, we look for another measure for sparsity which is convex
but still induces sparsity of x as close as possible to ∥x∥0-quasinorm. The following
optimization problem, known as Basis Pursuit [23], does exactly that.
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥1 such that y = Ax (BP)
Here, ∥x∥1 = p∑
i=1∣xi∣. Although basis pursuit was studied on or after 1995, the `1 norm
appeared in the literature as early as 1907. The following figure 1.3.3 describes why the
`1 norm promotes sparsity. As we can see from the figure, `1 norm is the closest norm
that makes the problem convex and still preserves the sparsity of the solution among
others.
In most practical situations, the true measurements are not possible, so we consider
the stable sparse recovery based on the assumption that the measurements are noisy,
i.e., y = Ax +w where w is some noise with ∥w∥2 ≤ . If a sparse solution is found, then
7Figure 1.3.3 `q balls for q = 1, q = 2, q =∞ and q = 12
all other solutions with some sparsity lie very close to it. We state here the optimization
problems for noisy cases for the reference.
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥0 such that ∥y −Ax∥2 ≤  (P 0)
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥1 such that ∥y −Ax∥2 ≤ . (BPDN)
Note that BPDN is a quadratic problem.
In 2007, Cande`s and Tao added one more `1 minimization problem called Dantzig
Selector (DS) [15] which handles noisy measurements and is still a linear programming
problem.
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥1 such that ∥A′(y −Ax)∥∞ ≤ . (DS)
Some algorithms attempt to find a sparse x by solving the (P0) problem from scratch
without converting to a convex problem. These are mainly based on greedy methods
and some nonlinear programming techniques, for example, Matching Pursuit (MP) [50],
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [60], Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) [7], etc.
Although these methods are easy to implement, they tend to fail and do not guarantee
the recovery of a sparse vector if the number of nonzero entries of x is large. This thesis
revolves around the modified versions of three `1-minimization problems BP, BPDN, and
DS.
81.4 Sparse Recovery
To be able to recover a sparse x by solving one of the optimization problems above,
the measurement matrix has to satisfy some special properties. We now define some of
these properties of the matrix. More details will be given in later chapters.
Mutual coherence: Let Am×p be a matrix with normalized columns a1, . . . , ap then the
mutual coherence of A, denoted by µ(A), is defined as
µ(A) = max
i≠j ∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣.
It is clear that 0 ≤ µ(A) ≤ 1. Thus µ measures how spread out the columns of A are, so
that y captures unique information about x. We want µ to be as small as possible so
that A is close to being an orthonormal matrix. For a matrix A of size m× p, m ≤ p, the
following inequality gives the lower bound for µ and is known as Welch bound [68],
µ ≥ √ p −m
m(p − 1)
For a m × p matrix A with m < p and rank(A) = m, the system y = Ax is underde-
termined and hence there are infinitely many solutions. The null space of A, N(A), has
dimension dimN(A) = p−m. For any solution x0 of Ax = y, the solution set will take the
form x0 +N(A). Thus, the null space of A plays a crucial role in solving aforementioned
optimization problems. We define a new term called the spark of a matrix which will
help in characterizing the null space of a matrix A.
The spark of a given matrix A is the smallest number of columns of A that are linearly
dependent. It is clear from the definition that 2 ≤ spark(A) ≤m+ 1. While it is not easy
to find the spark of a matrix [34], it gives a simple criterion for the uniqueness of the
sparse solution of Ax = b.
We will see in chapter 2 that various conditions for sparse recovery, such as ∥x∥0 <
1
2 (1 + 1µ(A)) or ∥x∥0 < 14 (1 + 1µ(A)), are used for the sufficiency of uniqueness or stability
of solution of these `1 minimization problems.
91.5 Compressed Sensing
The concept of sparse representation is one of the central methodologies in signal
processing. It has been primarily used as a way to compress data by trying to minimize
the number of atoms in the representation. Equipped with sparsity concepts and the
results from classical sampling theorem, a stage was set for a new and revolutionary way
of sampling based on the sparsity but not on the ambient dimension of a signal. A recent
theory called compressed sensing (CS), a ground breaking work by Donoho, Cande`s, Tao
and Romberg [18, 17, 15, 28, 19] states that the lower bound on the sampling rate can
be highly reduced as soon as we realize that the signal is sparse, and the measurements
are generalized to be any kind of linear measurement.
Compressed sensing uses ideas from various fields such as sampling theory, statistics,
measure concentration in probability, inverse problems, approximation theory etc. In
the process of measuring a sparse signal x ∈ Rp, we produce many measurements and
only keep nonzero components, thereby wasting many of the measurements. CS over-
comes this by combining compression and sensing (measuring) at the same time. It also
generalizes many concepts in sparse recovery and sampling theory, such as: 1) sparsity
can occur in any basis or redundant dictionary, not just in Fourier basis; 2) sampling
can be done inadaptively and linearly; 3) nonlinear reconstruction techniques such as
the interior point method and greedy methods can be used for the reconstruction.
Here is an example of a signal reconstructed by using compressed sensing techniques.
For this example, p = 512, s = 28,m = 64 and F is a 512 × 512 discrete Fourier matrix.
A is the submatrix of F with m randomly chosen rows of F and x is a 512 dimensional
vector with s nonzero coefficients chosen randomly and y = Ax.
In this short review of compressed sensing, we will use `1-minimization as a recovery
method. In sparse recovery, the quality of a measurement matrix is measured by coher-
ence, which only compares two columns at a time. Another measure of coherence known
10
(a) Original Signal (b) Reconstructed Signal
Figure 1.5.1 An example of a sparse signal reconstructed using CS
as restricted isometry is used in compressed sensing.
The problems considered in CS have the same form as in sparse recovery such as BP,
BPDN; and the reconstruction processes are same as in sparse recovery; however, the
measurement matrix is often taken to be a random matrix. The reason behind this is that
random matrix is more incoherent than the deterministic matrices. This incoherence of a
random matrix (measured by restricted isometries) helps to capture unrelated samples of
a sparse signal thereby helping in recovery with fewer samples. Before we define restricted
isometry, we will define null space property which is closely related to restricted isometry
property.
Null space property (NSP): A matrix A is said to satisfy the null space property of
order s if ∥hS∥1 < ∥hSc∥1
holds for all h ∈ N(A) and for all S with ∣S∣ ≤ s, where hS is a vector restricted to indices
in S and Sc denotes the complement of S.
This says that the vectors in the null space of A should not be too concentrated on
a small subset of indices. NSP readily gives the necessary and sufficient conditions of
recovery. The following theorem relates NSP and sparse recovery.
11
Theorem 1.5.1. [24] A s-sparse x that satisfies y = Ax is a unique solution of BP iff
A satisfies the NSP of order s.
While NSP gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the recovery, it is hard to
verify for a given matrix [35]. Cande`s and Tao [19] defined a new property of a matrix
called restricted isometry property.
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP): A matrix A ∈ Rm×p is said to satisfy a Restricted
Isometry Property of order s with constant δs if
(1 − δs) ∥c∥22 ≤ ∥Ac∥22 ≤ (1 + δs) ∥c∥22
for all s-sparse c ∈ Rp.
RIP states that all column submatrices of A with s columns have to be well condi-
tioned in the sense that eigenvalues ofA′SAS must be contained in the interval [1 − δs,1 + δs].
The following theorem proved in [35] relates NSP and RIP.
Theorem 1.5.2. If A ∈ Rm×p satisfies RIP with constant δ2k < 13 , then A satisfies NSP
of order k.
Another similar property of the measurement matrix known as the restricted orthog-
onality property (ROC) is defined as follows.
Restricted Orthogonality Property (ROC): A matrix A satisfies the Restricted Or-
thogonality Property of order (k, k′) with constant θk,k′ if
∣⟨Ac,Ac′⟩∣ ≤ θk,k′∥c∥2∥c′∥2
where c is k-sparse, c′ is k′-sparse, and supp(c) ∩ supp(c′) = ∅.
Use of RIP and ROP is ubiquitous in compressed sensing. These are primarily used
to obtain sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of various `1 minimization problems.
1.5.1 Matrices for CS
In this subsection we will discuss some measurement matrices which satisfy the Re-
stricted Isometry Property. Most of the known constructions of measurement matrices
12
that satisfy RIP are random matrices. Here are some examples of matrices used in
compressed sensing [19, 17, 35].
(i). Matrix with entries from Gaussian measurements : Majority of the matrices used
in CS are Gaussian random matrices. The following theorem was proved in [19].
Let the entries of the measurement matrix A ∈ Rm×p be independent normal ran-
dom variables with variance 1m and mean 0 and 1 ≤ s ≤ p. The measurement matrix
A satisfies RIP of order s with RIC δs ≤ δ ≈ 0.01 with probability 1 −O(e−αm) for
some α > 0 if m ≥ Ck log(p/k) for some constant C.
That is, we only require m measurements with m ≥ Ck log(p/k) if x is s-sparse
and entries are from Gaussian distribution.
(ii). Matrix with entries from Bernoulli measurements : A matrix A whose entries are
taken from Bernoulli’s distribution also satisfies RIP with high probability with
the same bounds as in the Gaussian measurement matrix case.
(iii). Structured random matrices ( submatrices with rows chosen randomly from known
orthogonal matrices): The measurement matrix can also come as a randomly
chosen submatrix of a large Fourier Matrix with the number of measurements
m ≥ Ck logα(p).
(iv). Deterministic matrices with low coherence: In a situation where random sam-
pling is not possible, the so-called incoherent dictionaries are also used as mea-
surement matrices. The number of measurements required in this case is m ≥
Cµ2(A) log4(p). Recently in [25], DeVore constructed a deterministic measurement
matrix, but the RIC of such matrix is worse than the random matrices.
1.6 Problem Definition
In this section we define the problems that are the main content of this thesis.
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1.6.1 Background
Compressed sensing problems require an assumption of sparsity or compressibility
of a signal in an appropriate basis or in a redundant system. But there can be other
forms of prior information that we want to exploit in the model. Some examples of prior
information include the following.● Partial knowledge of the support : Let x be an image reconstructed using classical
filtered back projection; then, of course, the reconstruction xˆ is not a true image but
matches with an actual image in many aspects. We can use the support of xˆ as a partial
knowledge of the support. See [65] for detail.● Tree structure: It is known that the wavelet coefficients of piecewise smooth signals
and images tend to live on a rooted and connected tree structure [6].● Joint Sparsity: There may be other instances where we want to exploit the extra
information. Signals might have large coefficients clustered around a small set of indices,
also called blank sparsity or joint sparsity. Multiple signals having some common values
or having a common support are also considered in this model. For details, see [33] etc.
Among these various possibilities of prior information, we assume that partial knowl-
edge of the support is given in advance, i.e., for a s-sparse signal x ∈ Rp, we assume that
k indices where k ≤ p are known. Note that we may not know the signal value at those
k indices, we are only assuming that the locations of k components of x are known in
advance. Here are some examples of where these problems arise.
1. The Wavelet transform of many images has only a few nonzero wavelet coefficients.
The known part K of the indices can be the indices of the scaling function coeffi-
cients.
2. In a problem of reconstructing an image or signal by an iterative method, the
support estimate from the previous step can be used as a set of known indices to
make the reconstruction process faster.
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3. Support of an approximate solution from some suboptimal methods such as Filtered
Back Projection in Tomography can be used as a known part of the support.
There are many benefits of using this extra information and incorporating it into the
recovery problems. We modify three main `1 minimization problems (BP, BPDN and
DS) to include the knowledge of the partial support. By doing this, we not only generalize
the regular `1 minimization problems but also expect to get weaker sufficient conditions,
better bounds, and flexibility in choosing measurement matrix, thereby, reducing the
number of measurements or recovering more sparse signal.
1.6.2 Research Problems
We introduce some notations before we state our research problems. IfK ⊂ {1,2, . . . , p}
is a set of indices, we denote by xK the vector formed from the corresponding entries
of x. The set of indices of the nonzero coefficients of x is called the support of x. For
a matrix A, AK is the matrix formed from the corresponding columns of A. We use A′
instead of AT to denote the transpose of a matrix A.
Let A be an m × p matrix of full rank, with m < p, and y a vector in Rm. Let S be
the true support of the solution x of mod-BP, and K an estimate of the support. The
“unknown part” U consists of indices in S that are not in K. The “error” E consists of
the elements in K which are not actually in S. The numbers s, k, e, u will denote the
number of indices in S, K, E, U respectively. Thus we have
S = (K ∪U) ∖E,
K ∩U = ∅,
s = k + u − e.
Modified basis pursuit is the problem of solving the optimization problem
minimize
x
∥xKc∥1 subject to y = Ax. (mod-BP)
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That is, among all the x that satisfy y = Ax, we choose one that has the smallest `1 norm
outside the known part of the support. For K = ∅, this reduces to regular basis pursuit.
For the noisy measurements, y = Ax +w with bounded noise we modify BPDN and DS
to get the modified problems
minimize
x
∥xKc∥1 subject to ∥y −Ax∥2 ≤  (mod-BPDN)
and
minimize
x
∥xKc∥1 subject to ∥A′(y −Ax)∥∞ ≤  (mod-DS)
Note that the original Dantzig selector program is considered with Gaussian noise. Here
we have modified with the bounded noise, and we will also consider mod-DS with Gaus-
sian noise.
This thesis deals with above three modified `1 minimization problems. We will dis-
cuss sufficient conditions, necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of unique
solution, and numerical performance of these modified problems.
1.6.3 Literature Review of CS with Partially Known Support
The recursive reconstruction problem with partially known support was first stud-
ied in [62] and the modification of it was done in [20]. Recent works on recursive
reconstruction use various approaches such as Bayesian, model based approaches, etc
[46, 55, 71, 70, 38, 44] to estimate sparse signal recursively with time varying support.
The problem of sparse reconstruction with partial knowledge of the support was
studied simultaneously in [64, 65] and in [45, 51]. The work of [45] obtains exact recovery
thresholds for weighted `1, similar to those in [27], for the case when a probabilistic prior
on the signal support is available. Some related work motivated by [64] include modified
OMP [57], modified CoSaMP [21], modified block CS [58], error bounds on modified
BPDN [43, 63, 47, 48], better conditions for modified-CS based exact recovery [36],
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and exact support recovery conditions for multiple measurement vectors (MMV) based
recursive recovery [46].
There is other recent work that may also be referred to as recursive sparse reconstruc-
tion, but whose goals are quite different from the problem that we discuss in this thesis.
This includes (i) homotopy methods, e.g. [54, 67], whose goal is to only speed up the
optimization algorithm using homotopy or warm starts and the previous reconstructed
signal, but not to reduce the number of measurements required; (ii) [49, 54, 1, 39] which
reconstruct a single signal from sequentially arriving measurements; and (iii) [14, 22, 67],
which iteratively improve support estimation for a single sparse signal.
In [66] Borries, Miosso and Potes have showed that if a signal is sparse in the discrete
Fourier basis, then the number of measurements while reconstructing it by solving BP
can be reduced by the number of known indices. Bandeira, Scheinberg and Vicente [4]
recently used the modified null space property and modified RIP property of the mea-
surement matrix A to prove that we only require m ≥ O(s + log(p − k) measurements to
reconstruct a s-sparse signal when k indices are known. Note that regular BD requires
m ≥ O(s log(p/s)). Ince, Nacaroglu and Watsuji [42] extended this result for a nonconvex
compressed sensing problem by replacing the `1 norm with the `q norm (0 < q < 1) and
proved that δk+(a+1)u + a 12− 1q (δ2k+(a+1)u + δ22au) < 1 with 0 < q < 1 and a > 1 is sufficient
for the stable recovery by solving mod-BPDN. This sufficient condition reduces to L.
Jacques’ sufficient conditions [43] δ22u + 2δk+2u < 1 when q = 1 and a = 1.
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CHAPTER 2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
It is now well known that compressed sensing offers an efficient method of reconstruct-
ing a high dimensional vector, if the vector is sufficiently sparse and the measurement
matrix satisfies suitable restricted isometry and restricted orthogonality properties. In
this chapter, we derive various sufficient conditions for the uniqueness and stability of
solution of modified `1 minimization problems based on restricted isometries and re-
stricted orthogonality constants. We will also consider coherence as a measure of quality
of a measurement matrix for the deterministic compressed sensing problem and derive a
sufficient condition which is weaker than the corresponding sufficient condition used for
BP and BPDN.
2.1 RIC and ROC Based Sufficient Conditions
We will first discuss some properties of restricted isometry constants (RICs) and
restricted orthogonality constants (ROCs) and state some sufficient conditions that are
used for regular `1 minimization problems, before we prove our results.
2.1.1 Some Properties of δk and θk,k′
As defined in chapter 1, the RIC δk is the smallest constant satisfying√
1 − δk ∥c∥2 ≤ ∥Ac∥2 ≤ √1 + δk ∥c∥2
for all k-sparse c ∈ Rp, and the ROC θk,k′ is the smallest constant satisfying
∣⟨Ac,Ac′⟩∣ ≤ θk,k′∥c∥2 ∥c′∥2
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for all k-sparse c and k′-sparse c′ with disjoint supports and k + k′ ≤ p. We will use the
following properties satisfied by these constants.
δk ≤ δ` if k ≤ `
θk,k′ = θk′,k ≤ θ`,k = θk,` if k′ ≤ `
θk,k′ ≤ δk+k′ ≤ θk,k′ +max(δk, δ′k)
θk,ak′ ≤ √aθk,k′ if ak′ is integer, and a > 0 is a real number.
(2.1.1)
The first two are obvious from the definitions. The third inequality comes from [19]. The
last comes from [11], where it is called the square root lifting property.
2.1.2 Some Well Known Theorems in CS
The following theorems are the main foundation of CS theory.
Theorem 2.1.1. [19] Let x∗ be a feasible k-sparse vector for BP, that is, it satisfies
y = Ax∗. Then x∗ is the unique minimizer of BP if δk + θk,k + θk,2k < 1.
The same authors extended the result for the noisy case as follows.
Theorem 2.1.2. [18] Let x0 be k-sparse, feasible for BPDN and δ3k + 3δ4k < 2. Then
the minimizer x∗ of BPDN satisfies
∥x∗ − x0∥2 ≤ Ck
where Ck is a constant that depends only on restricted isometry constants.
The following theorem states the similar theorem for the DS optimization problem
with Gaussian noise with bound  = σ√2 log p where σ is the standard deviation of
components wi of the noise w in the model y = Ax +w.
Theorem 2.1.3. [15] Let x0 ∈ Rp be k-sparse, feasible for DS and δ2k+θk,2k < 1. Choose
 = σ√2 log p, then with large probability the minimizer x∗ of DS satisfies
∥x∗ − x0∥22 ≤ 2kC21 σ2 log(p)
where C1 = 41−δk−θk,2k .
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2.1.3 Existing Sufficient Conditions for Modified Problems
The following is a list of some sufficient conditions used to either exactly recover x by
solving mod-BP or approximately recover x by solving mod-BPDN. Modified compressed
sensing [65] is one of the original papers in which authors used both sparsity and partial
knowledge of the support for the recovery of sparse vectors by solving mod-BP. The
sufficient conditions used in this paper are
δk+u < 1
and
δ2u + θu,u + θu,2u + δk + θ2k,u + 2θ2k,2u < 1.
It was also demonstrated and proved that these conditions are weaker than the original
condition δs + θs,s + θs,2s < 1 for the same purpose when solving BP. A simpler condition
δ22u + 2δk+2u < 1
was used in [43] to stably recover x by solving mod-BPDN. There have been efforts to
use `q-norm with 0 < q ≤ 1 for the recovery by using the following optimization problem
minimize
x∈Rp ∥x∥q such that y = Ax (Pq)
where ∥x∥q = ( p∑
i=1 ∣xi∣q)
1
q
.
In [42], a sufficient condition
δk+(a+1)u + a 12− 1q (δ2k+(a+1)u + δ22au) < 1
is used to guarantee the uniqueness of solution of (Pq). In this section, we prove that
δk+u+a +√u
b
θk+u+a,b < 1,
where a, b, u are integers with 0 < a < b ≤ 4a, 0 ≤ u ≤ p− k works for both the uniqueness
of solution of mod-BP and stability of solution of mod-BPDN and mod-DS. We will
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also show that our condition is weaker than the conditions used by other authors to
solve modified `1 minimization problems. We will also derive several other conditions by
varying a, b and u.
2.1.4 Partitioning the Indices
Our notation is an extension of the notation introduced by Vaswani and Lu [65].
The support of a vector x is the set of indices of the nonzero components. S is the true
support of the solution vector, and K an estimate of the support (the “known part”).
In case x is compressible, S denotes the indices with largest s components (in absolute
value) of x. The “unknown part” U consists of indices in S that are not in K. The
“error” E consists of the elements in K which are not actually in S. The numbers s, k,
e, u denote the size of these sets. We also find it convenient to introduce another set
R = (K ∪U)C (the “rest”). Here is a sketch, where bullets represent the indices of x:
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Figure 2.1.1 Support division of x
If T ⊂ {1,2, . . . , n} is an index set, the notation xT means the vector of length t = ∣T ∣
formed from the entries of x with indices in T . For a matrix A of size m × p, AT is the
matrix of size m × t formed from the corresponding columns of A. For vectors (but not
for matrices) we use xT sometimes to denote a vector with all coefficients outside T set
to 0; this is a vector of length p. The meaning is always clear from the context.
A general vector x is divided into three non-overlapping parts xK , xU , xR. Here is a
sketch of our setup:
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Figure 2.1.2 Support division and corresponding parts of x
We do not use the sets E, S in any of the developments in this paper. E is determined
after the problem has been solved, and in turn determines S. We cannot make a state-
ment such as “x is s-sparse” without knowing what e is. We can only make statements
about the sparsity of x outside K, such as saying “xKC is u-sparse”. It is true that [65]
gives estimates involving e, but only in the combination s + e, which really means k + u.
If x is a vector in Rp, the notation xj means the jth component of x. The notation
x+j is the vector x with all entries in K set to 0, and all but the largest j entries (in
absolute value) outside the set K set to 0. The vector x−j is x with all entries in K set to
0, and the largest j entries outside K set to 0. Thus, for any j, x+j +x−j = xKC = xU +xR.
Note: x±j may not be uniquely defined, if there are several entries of the same size.
This causes no problems. We just use one of the possible choices.
Here is an example. Consider the following vector: Its parts are given in the
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Figure 2.1.3 An example of x with different parts
following table, where zeros are represented by dots, for easier reading.
We will also keep referring to the three modified problems stated in section 1.6.
min
x∈Rp ∥xKc∥1 subject to y = Ax (mod-BP)
22
Table 2.1.1 : Separated parts of x from Figure 2.1.3
xU . . . . . . . 6 5 8 9 7 . . . . . . . . . .
xR . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 3 8 2 5 6 -2 -6 3 3
x+5 . . . . . . . . . 8 9 7 9 . 8 . . . . . . .
x−5 . . . . . . . 6 5 . . . . 3 . 2 5 6 -2 -6 3 3
That is, we seek an x that has the least `1 norm outside the known part K and
satisfies y = Ax. The other two problems are
min
x∈Rp ∥xKc∥1 subject to ∥y −Ax∥2 ≤  (mod-BPDN)
min
x∈Rp ∥xKc∥1 subject to ∥A′(y −Ax)∥∞ ≤  (mod-DS)
In above two programs, we have considered the bounded noise case. The case when the
noise is Gaussian will be treated differently, at the end of subsection 2.1.6.
2.1.5 Some Basic Lemmas
In this subsection, we start with some preliminary lemmas. The first one relates the
`1, `2 and `∞ norms of a vector.
Lemma 2.1.4. If x is a vector with support length L, then
1√
L
∥x∥1 ≤ ∥x∥2 ≤ √L∥x∥∞.
Proof. For the first inequality, let e = sign(x), and apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
∥x∥1 = ⟨x, e⟩ ≤ ∥x∥2 ∥e∥2 = √L ∥x∥2.
For the second part, use
∥x∥22 =∑
i
∣xi∣2 ≤ L ⋅max(∣xi∣)2 = L ∥x∥2∞.
The following is known as the Shifting Lemma and is proved in [11].
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Lemma 2.1.5. Let q, r be positive integers satisfying q ≤ 3r. Then any nonincreasing
sequence of nonnegative real numbers
a1 ≥ a2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ ar ≥ b1 ≥ ⋯ ≥ bq ≥ c1 ≥ ⋯ ≥ cr ≥ 0
satisfies ¿ÁÁÀ q∑
i=1 b2i + r∑i=1 c2i ≤ ∑
r
i=1 ai +∑qi=1 bi√
q + r
Stated another way, if the vectors a, b and c satisfy the conditions of the shifting
lemma, then ∥(b, c)∥2 ≤ ∥a∥1 + ∥b∥1√
q + r .
For the proofs of the following lemma and the theorems in the next section, we
introduce some more notation.
Assume K, U are fixed. Choose some integers a, b at random, with 0 < a < b ≤ 4a. An
arbitrary vector h is partitioned into hK , hU and the rest hR. We sort hR in decreasing
order, and partition it into h∗, h1, h2, . . ., where h∗ has length a and each hi has length
b. (Pad h with some zeros at the end, if necessary). Then we subdivide each hi into hi1
of length b − a and hi2 of length a. We also define h0 = hK + hU + h∗.
This is illustrated in the following table:
Table 2.1.2 : Division of different parts and support of h
Parts of h: hK hU hR
h0 h1 h2 h3 . . .
hK hU h∗ h11 h12 h21 h22 h31 h32 . . .
Support size: k + u + a b b b . . .
k u a b − a a b − a a b − a a . . .
There have been multiple efforts [16, 9, 11] to improve the sufficient conditions based
on RIPs and ROPs. One important result is stated in following theorem.
Theorem 2.1.6. [11] Let x∗, xˆ, x˘ be the minimizers of BP, BPDN and DS (with
bounded noise) respectively. If x is a vector feasible for the respective optimization prob-
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lem and if δ1.25k + θ1.25k,k < 1 then
∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤ B∥x−k∥1
∥xˆ − x∥2 ≤ A ∈ +B∥x−k∥1
∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ C ∈ +B∥x−k∥1
where A,B,C are constants depending on RIC and ROC.
This is important because this result not only weakens the sufficient condition used
for these `1 minimization problems, but also uses the same condition for all three opti-
mization problems.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let xˆ be a solution of one of the modified `1 minimization problems
(mod-BP, mod-BPDN and mod-DS), and x some vector which is feasible for the same
problem.
Choose an integer u with 0 ≤ u ≤ p−k at random, and let U = supp(x+u). Let h = xˆ−x,
and partition h as above. Then the following estimates hold.
∥hR∥1 ≤ ∥hU∥1 + 2∥x−u∥1. (2.1.2)
∑
i
∥hi∥2 ≤ √u
b
∥h0∥2 + 2√
b
∥x−u∥1 (2.1.3)
∥h∥2 ≤ √1 + u
b
∥h0∥2 + 2√
b
∥x−u∥1 (2.1.4)
∥h∥2 ≤ (1 +√u
b
) ∥h0∥2 + 2√
b
∥x−u∥1 (2.1.5)
Note: The estimate in (2.1.4) is better than (2.1.5). However, (2.1.5) may lead to
estimates that are easier to interpret.
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Proof. By the choice of U (the largest u components of x outside K) we have xU = x+u
and xR = x−u.
Since xˆ minimizes the `1 norm on KC over all feasible vectors, we have
∥xU∥1 + ∥xR∥1 = ∥xKC∥1 ≥ ∥xˆKC∥1 = ∥(x + h)KC∥1
= ∥(x + h)U∥1 + ∥(x + h)R∥1
≥ (∥xU∥1 − ∥hU∥1) + (∥hR∥1 − ∥xR∥1) .
Solve this for ∥hR∥1:
∥hR∥1 ≤ ∥xU∥1 + ∥xR∥1 − ∥xU∥1 + ∥hU∥1 + ∥xR∥1
= ∥hU∥1 + 2∥xR∥1 = ∥hU∥1 + 2∥x−u∥1.
This proves (2.1.2).
Since 0 < b − a ≤ 3a, we can use the shifting inequality for the triplets (h∗, h11, h12),(h12, h21, h22), (h22, h31, h32), and so on, to get
∥h1∥2 ≤ ∥h∗∥1 + ∥h11∥1√
b
, ∥h2∥2 ≤ ∥h12∥1 + ∥h21∥1√
b
, ∥h3∥2 ≤ ∥h22∥1 + ∥h31∥1√
b
, . . .
Taking the sum of these inequalities, we find
∑
i
∥hi∥2 ≤ ∥h∗∥1 +∑i ∥hi∥1√
b
= ∥hR∥1√
b≤ ∥hU∥1 + 2∥x−u∥1√
b
by (2.1.2)
≤ √u∥hU∥2 + 2∥x−u∥1√
b
by lemma 2.1.4
≤ √u∥h0∥2 + 2∥x−u∥1√
b
This proves (2.1.3).
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The third estimate is
∥h∥22 = ∥h0∥22 +∑
i
∥hi∥22
≤ ∥h0∥22 + (∑
i
∥hi∥2)2
≤ ∥h0∥22 + (√ub ∥h0∥2 + 2√b∥x−u∥1)
2
≤ (√1 + u
b
∥h0∥2 + 2√
b
∥x−u∥1)2 .
Here the last inequality can be verified by expanding the squares.
The fourth estimate follows immediately from the third, by√
1 + u
b
≤ 1 +√u
b
,
which again can be verified by squaring both sides.
Lemma 2.1.8. Assuming that h is partitioned as above, we have
∣⟨Ah,Ah0⟩∣ ≥ (1 − δk+u+a −√u
b
θk+u+a,b) ∥h0∥22 − θk+u+a,b ∥h0∥2 2√
b
∥x−u∥1. (2.1.6)
Proof. This estimate is based on equation (2.1.3).
∣⟨Ah,Ah0⟩∣ = ∣⟨A(h0 +∑
i≥1 hi),Ah0⟩∣≥ ∥Ah0∥22 −∑
i≥1 ∣⟨Ahi,Ah0⟩∣≥ (1 − δk+u+a)∥h0∥22 − θk+u+a,b∥h0∥2∑
i≥1 ∥hi∥2≥ (1 − δk+u+a)∥h0∥22 − θk+u+a,b∥h0∥2 (√ub ∥h0∥2 + 2√b∥x−u∥1)= (1 − δk+u+a −√u
b
θk+u+a,b) ∥h0∥22 − θk+u+a,b ∥h0∥2 2√
b
∥x−u∥1.
Equipped with the necessary lemmas, notations and the background, we are now in
position to state and prove the main results of this section.
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2.1.6 Main Results
In this section, we prove our main results in various theorems. The proofs are similar
to [11] and have been modified and changed according to the new problem at hand.
We define
A = 2√1 + ub √1 + δk+u+a
1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b
B = 2√
b
⎛⎝1 + θk+u+a,b
√
1 + ub
1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b⎞⎠
C = 2√1 + ub √k + u + a
1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b
(2.1.7)
Theorem 2.1.9. Suppose that xˆ is a solution to mod-BP, and that x is feasible for
mod-BP. Choose at random some integers a, b, u with 0 < a < b ≤ 4a, 0 ≤ u ≤ p − k.
If
δk+u+a +√u
b
θk+u+a,b < 1,
then we have ∥xˆ − x∥2 ≤ B∥x−u∥1.
Proof. As before, let U = supp(x+u). Let h = xˆ − x, then Ah = Axˆ − Ax = 0, so equa-
tion (2.1.6) leads to
∥h0∥2 ≤ 2θk+u+a,b√
b (1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b)∥x−u∥1. (2.1.8)
Substituting this into equation (2.1.4) leads to
∥h∥2 ≤ (√1 + u
b
) ∥h0∥2 + 2√
b
∥x−u∥1
≤ (√1 + u
b
) 2θk+u+a,b√
b (1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b)∥x−u∥1 + 2√b∥x−u∥1,
which gives the stated result after simplification.
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Note 1: If xKC is u-sparse, then x = xˆ.
Note 2: If we use estimate (2.1.5) instead of (2.1.4), we get for the mod-BP case,
the estimate [11]
∥xˆ − x∥2 ≤ B˜∥x−u∥−1 = 1 − δk+u+a + θk+u+a,b
1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b 2√b∥x−u∥1.
The constant B˜ is not as sharp as B.
Theorem 2.1.10. Suppose that x˘ is the solution of mod-BPDN, and x∗ is the solution
to mod-DS. Let x be a feasible solution of the corresponding problem.
Choose at random some integers a, b, u with 0 < a < b ≤ 4a, 0 ≤ u ≤ p − k.
If
δk+u+a +√u
b
θk+u+a,b < 1,
then we have
∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ A +B∥x−u∥1,
∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤ C +B∥x−u∥1.
Proof. As before, let U = supp(x+u). For the case of mod-BPDN, we use h = x˘−x. Then
we have ∥Ah∥2 ≤ 2 and
∣⟨Ah,Ah0⟩∣ ≤ ∥Ah∥2 ∥Ah0∥2 ≤ 2√1 + δk+u+a ∥h0∥2.
We put this into equation (2.1.6) and the result into (2.1.4) and simplify.
For the case of mod-DS, let h = x∗ − x. Let A0 be the matrix of size p × (k + u + a)
formed by the columns of A corresponding to the support of h0.
∣⟨Ah,Ah0⟩∣ = ∣⟨Ah,A0h0⟩∣
= ∣⟨A′0(Ax∗ − y −Ax + y), h0⟩∣
≤ (∥A′0(Ax∗ − y)∥2 + ∥A′0(Ax − y)∥2) ∥h0∥2
≤ √k + u + a (∥A′0(Ax∗ − y)∥∞ + ∥A′0(Ax − y)∥∞) ∥h0∥2
≤ 2√k + u + a∥h0∥2.
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We put this again into equation (2.1.6), and simplify to get
∥h0∥2 ≤ 2θk+u,b√
b (1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b)∥x−u∥1 + 2
√
k + u + a
1 − δk+u+a −√ub θk+u+a,b
Applying again equation (2.1.4) gives the desired result.
Note: Theorem 2.1.9 also follows directly from the first part of theorem 2.1.10 by
setting  = 0.
Finally, we work on mod-BPDN and mod-DS, considering the case that the noise is
Gaussian. The model is y = Ax +w, where w ∼ N(0, σ2I).
The following lemma proved in [9] deals with the probability part of the theorem.
Lemma 2.1.11. If w ∼ N(0, σ2I) then
P (∥w∥2 ≤ σ√m + 2√m logm) ≥ 1 − 1
m
and
P (∥A′w∥∞ ≤ σ√2 log p) ≥ 1 − 1
2
√
pi log p
The bounds are chosen so as to express the probability in simpler form. The proof
of the following theorem follows directly from this lemma and theorem 2.1.10.
Theorem 2.1.12. Suppose that δk+u+a + √ub θk+u+a,b < 1 for positive integers a, b, k,
u defined as above. Then the minimizer x˘ of mod-BPDN with  = σ√m + 2√m logm
satisfies ∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ Aσ√m + 2√m logm +B∥x−u∥1
with probability at least 1− 1m , and the minimizer x∗ of mod-DS with  = σ√2 log p satisfies
∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤ Cσ√2 log p +B∥x−u∥1
with probability at least 1 − 1
2
√
pi log p
.
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2.1.7 Comparison/Discussion
In this section we derive various forms of our sufficient conditions and compare them
with other existing sufficient conditions. The original sufficient condition from theo-
rem 2.1.9 is
δk+u+a +√u
b
θk+u+a,b < 1, 0 < a < b ≤ 4a (2.1.9)
Another sufficient condition is
δk+2u + θk+2u,u < 1. (2.1.10)
This follows by taking b = 2u, a = u in (2.1.9) and using square root lifting inequality:
δk+2u + 1√
2
θk+2u,2u ≤ δk+2u + √2√
2
θk+2u,2u = δk+2u + θk+2u,u < 1.
Compare this condition with Cande`s and Tao’s sufficient condition [15]
δ2s + θ2s,s = δ2k+2u + δ2k+2u,k+u < 1.
Using (2.1.10), square root lifting inequality again and the known inequality θk,k′ ≤
δk+k′ , we have
δk+2u + θk+2u,u ≤ δk+2u +√2 θ(k/2)+u,u
≤ δk+2u +√2 δk+2u
= (√2 + 1)δk+2u
< 1 if δk+2u < √2 − 1.
This proves that the condition
δk+2u < √2 − 1 ≈ 0.4142. (2.1.11)
is sufficient. Compare this with Vaswani and Lu’s [65] condition δk+2u < 15 = 0.2 and also
with Cande`s’ condition [16] δ2s = δ2k+2u < √2 − 1 ≈ 0.4142.
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Another sufficient condition
δk+2u + δk+3u < 1 (2.1.12)
follows directly from (2.1.10) and the inequality θk,k′ ≤ δk+k′ .
To get a condition in terms of s and u, substitute k + u = s and rewrite (2.1.10) as
δs+u + θs+u,u < 1. (2.1.13)
Note that in general, we expect u≪ s [65]. For u ≤ s4 or equivalently u ≤ k3 , the condition
δk+2u + θk+2u,u < 1 holds if
δ1.25s + θ1.25s,u < 1 (2.1.14)
This is significantly weaker than Cande`s and Tao’s sufficient condition [15] δ2s + θ2s,s < 1
and Cai’s sufficient conditions [11] δ1.25s + θ1.25s,s < 1.
Sufficient condition involving only δ2s are very popular in the compressed sensing
literature. Here, we obtain a sufficient conditions that uses only δ2s . Using u ≤ s4 in
(2.1.10) and using square root lifting property two times, we have
δ1.25s + θ1.25s,u ≤ δ1.25s +√1.25 θs,u
≤ δ1.25s +√1.25 θs,0.25s
≤ δ2s +√1.25√0.25 θs,s
= δ2s +√0.3125 θs,s
≤ δ2s +√0.3125 δ2s
= (1 +√0.3125) δ2s
Thus, the inequality δ1.25s+θ1.25s,u < 1 holds if δ2s < 11+√0.3125 ≈ 0.6414. This is significantly
weaker than Cande`s’ condition [16] δ2s < √2−1 ≈ 0.4142 and Cai’s condition δ2s ≤ 11+√1.25 ≈
0.4721 [11].
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2.2 Coherence Based Sufficient Conditions
In this section, we derive a sufficient condition based on coherence of a measurement
matrix that works for all three modified `1 minimization problems. Although random
matrices are primarily used for CS recovery problems as they have been proved to be
better than the deterministic matrices, it is not always possible to measure an unknown
vector randomly. To make matter worse, testing whether a matrix satisfies restricted
isometry property of a given order is an NP hard problem [5]. On the other hand, coher-
ence just compares the inner products of pairs of columns and hence is easily accessible.
The problems we consider here are still mod-BP, mod-BPDN and mod-DS, coming out
of the same models we used for RIP based analysis. Namely, an unknown x is measured
by a measurement matrix A giving us y = Ax in noiseless and y = Ax +w in noisy case.
2.2.1 Coherence Based Conditions for BP, BPDN, and DS
Recall that coherence of a matrix with normalized columns a1, a2, . . ., ap is given
by µ = max
i≠j ∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣. We note here some important results in sparse recovery based on
coherence. Since the problem P0 is changed to BP , it is natural to ask a question: Under
what condition is the solution of BP also a solution of P0? The following theorem is an
answer.
Theorem 2.2.1. [29, 31] Let A ∈ Rm×p be a full rank matrix. If x0 is a s-sparse
solution of Ax = b with s < 12 (1 + 1µ(A)), then x0 is the unique solution of BP and P0
simultaneously.
If x0 is s-sparse, the condition s < 12 (1 + 1µ(A)) or equivalently µ < 12s−1 surprisingly
works for both optimization problems P0 and BP. This condition has also been used to
guarantee the recovery of sparse vectors when applying some direct algorithm such as
OMP and IHT. And for BPDN, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.2.2. [29, 31] Let x0 be a s-sparse vector feasible for y = Ax+w with ∥w∥2 ≤ .
If s < 14 (1 + 1µ(A)) then a solution x0 of BPDN satisfies
∥x0 − x0∥22 ≤ 4 ∈21 − µ(A) (4s − 1)
The sets K, U , S, E have the same meaning as before. To solve one instance of
these problems, we assume E = ∅. As we saw in theorem 2.2.1 the condition µ < 12s−1 is
sufficient to recover a s-sparse vector x by solving BP. For BPDN, a stronger condition
µ < 14s−1 was used by the same author in [30] to approximate a s-sparse x. It has recently
been established [12] that the condition µ < 12s−1 is sufficient to recover x exactly or stably
by solving all three minimization problems BP, BPDN and DS (with bounded noise).
Authors in [12] also established that µ < 12s−1 is sharp by giving an example of a matrix
with µ = 12s−1 where the recovery fails.
In this section, we prove that µ < 1k+2u−1 is sufficient to recover a s-sparse x exactly
by solving modified form of BP and stably by solving mod-BPDN and mod-DS. Note
that k + 2u < 2s hence 12s−1 < 1k+2u−1 . Thus, the condition µ < 12s−1 implies µ < 1k+2u−1
and the converse doesn’t hold. This proves that our condition is weaker and helps to
break the coherence barrier. The condition µ < 12s−1 gives an upper bound s < 12 (1 + 1µ)
for the sparsity of a signal that can be recovered by solving BP, BPDN and DS in the
deterministic compressed sensing setting. By using k + u = s in µ < 1k+2u−1 we can see
that s < 12 (1 + 1µ) + k2 . This implies that modified `1-minimization problems help us to
recover k2 more sparse signal than the regular `1-minimization problems.
2.2.2 Some Important Lemmas
We note here two important inequalities that will be used later. For a k-sparse c, the
coherence µ satisfies [34]
(1 − (k − 1)µ)∥c∥22 ≤ ∥Ac∥22 ≤ (1 + (k − 1)µ)∥c∥22 (2.2.1)
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Let x∗ be the minimizer of mod-BP or mod-BPDN or mod-DS and x a vector which is
feasible for the same problem. We denote the difference by h = x−x∗. The sets of indices
K,U,R are as above. We also use the fact that if xKc is u-sparse and U = supp(xKc),
the inequality (2.1.2) simplifies to
∥hR∥1 ≤ ∥hU∥1 (2.2.2)
We use a condition µ < 1k−1 in the following lemma and replace it with stronger
condition µ < 1k+2u−1 later.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let x∗ be feasible for mod-BP (or mod-BPDN or mod-DS), and let xKc
be u-sparse with support U = supp (xKc). If µ < 1k−1 and h = x − x∗, we have
(1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 ≤ ∣⟨Ah,AhK⟩∣ + 2µ√uk∥hU∥2 ⋅ ∥hK∥2 (2.2.3)
Proof. Proof follows easily by using triangle inequality, definition of µ and lemma 2.1.4
∣⟨Ah,AhK⟩∣ = ∣⟨AhK ,AhK⟩ + ⟨AhU ,AhK⟩ + ⟨AhR,AhK⟩∣
≥ ∣⟨AhK ,AhK⟩∣ − ∣⟨AhU ,AhK⟩∣ − ∣⟨AhR,AhK⟩∣
≥ (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 −∑
i∈U ∑j∈K ∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣ ⋅ ∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣ −∑i∈R∑j∈K ∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣ ⋅ ∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣≥ (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 − µ∥hU∥1∥hK∥1 − µ∥hR∥1∥hK∥1
≥ (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 − 2µ∥hU∥1∥hK∥1
≥ (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 − 2µ√uk∥hU∥2∥hK∥2
Hence the lemma follows.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let x∗ and x be as in lemma 2.2.3. If µ < 1k−1 and h = x − x∗, we have
the following. If x∗ is the minimizer of mod-BP, we have
∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk
1 − (k − 1)µ∥hU∥2, (2.2.4)
if x∗ is the minimizer of mod-BPDN, we have
∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk
1 − (k − 1)µ∥hU∥2 + 2
√
1 + (k − 1)µ
1 − (k − 1)µ (2.2.5)
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and if x∗ is the minimizer of mod-DS, we have
∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk
1 − (k − 1)µ∥hU∥2 + 2
√
k
1 − (k − 1)µ (2.2.6)
Proof. If x∗ is the minimizer of mod-BP, we have Ah = 0. Using this fact in (2.2.3) gives
(1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 ≤ 2µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2
and hence
∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk
1 − (k − 1)µ∥hU∥2.
If x∗ is the minimizer of mod-BPDN then ∥Ah∥2 ≤ 2, so from (2.2.3) again,
(1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 ≤ 2µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + 2∥AhK∥2
≤ 2µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + 2√1 + (k − 1)µ∥hK∥2
that is, (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk∥hU∥2 + 2√1 + (k − 1)µ
Thus, ∥hK∥2 ≤ 2µ√uk∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2
√
1 + (k − 1)µ
1 − (k − 1)µ
Finally, if x∗ minimizes mod-DS, then Ah = Ax −Ax∗ = Ax − y + y −Ax∗. Note that∥A′K(Ax − y)∥2 ≤ √k and ∥A′K(Ax∗ − y)∥2 ≤ √k. We also have
∥A′Ah∥∞ = ∥A′(Ax − y + y −Ax∗)∥∞ ≤ ∥A′(Ax − y)∥∞ + ∥A′(y −Ax∗)∥∞ ≤ 2
So,
∣⟨Ah,AhK⟩∣ = ∣⟨A′K(Ax − y + y −Ax∗), hK⟩∣≤ (∥A′K(Ax − y)∥2 + ∥A′K(y −Ax∗)∥2) ∥hK∥2≤ 2√k∥hK∥2
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Thus, ∣⟨Ah,AhK⟩∣ ≤ 2√k∥hK∥2 (2.2.7)
Using inequality (2.2.7) in (2.2.3), we have,
(1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥22 ≤ 2µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + ∣⟨Ah,AhK⟩∣
≤ 2µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + 2√k∥hK∥2
Dividing both side by (1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hK∥2 gives the desired result.
Lemma 2.2.5. Let x∗ and x be as in lemma 2.2.3. If µ < 1k+2u−1 and h = x − x∗ then we
have (1 − (2u − 1)µ)∥hU∥22 ≤ µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + ∣⟨Ah,AhU⟩∣ (2.2.8)
Further, if x∗ minimizes mod-BP then hU = 0, and if x∗ minimizes mod-BPDN then
∥hU∥2 ≤ α(µ,u, k)
where
α(µ,u, k) = 2⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣µ
√
uk (1 + (k − 1)µ) +√1 + (u − 1)µ (1 − (k − 1)µ)(µ + 1) (1 − µ (k + 2u − 1)) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.2.9)
Proof. Proof of the first part of lemma follows directly from lemma 2.2.3 by replacing K
by U . Let x∗ be a minimizer of mod-BP. Using (2.2.8), lemma 2.2.3 and Ah = 0, we have
(1 − (2u − 1)µ)∥hU∥22 ≤ µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2
≤ µ√uk 2µ√uk ∥hU∥22
1 − (k − 1)µ≤ 2µ2uk(1 − (k − 1)µ) ∥hU∥22
Thus, [1 − (2u − 1)µ − 2µ2uk
1 − (k − 1)µ] ∥hU∥22 ≤ 0
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implying [(µ + 1) (1 − µ (k + 2u − 1))
1 − (k − 1)µ ] ∥hU∥22 ≤ 0 (2.2.10)
As µ < 1k+2u−1 , we must have 1−µ (k + 2u− 1) > 0. Thus the number on the left hand
side of inequality 2.2.10 is positive. Hence ∥hU∥2 must be zero for the inequality to hold,
i.e, hU = 0. This proves the second part of the lemma.
Finally, if x∗ is the minimizer of mod-BPDN, using (2.2.5), lemma 2.2.3 and the first
part of lemma 2.2.5, we have
(1 − (2u − 1)µ)∥hU∥22 ≤ µ√uk ∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + 2∥AhU∥2
≤ µ√uk ⎛⎝ 2µ
√
uk
1 − (k − 1)µ∥hU∥22 + 2
√
1 + (k − 1)µ
1 − (k − 1)µ ∥hU∥2⎞⎠ + 2√1 + (u − 1)µ∥hU∥2
≤ 2µ2uk(1 − (k − 1)µ) ∥hU∥22 + 2⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣µ
√
uk (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ +√1 + (u − 1)µ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∥hU∥2
Therefore,
[1 − (2u − 1)µ − 2µ2uk(1 − (k − 1)µ)] ∥hU∥2 ≤ 2⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣µ
√
uk (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ +√1 + (u − 1)µ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
i.e.
[(µ + 1) (1 − µ (k + 2u − 1))
1 − (k − 1)µ ] ∥hU∥2 ≤ 2⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣µ
√
uk (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ +√1 + (u − 1)µ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
implying ∥hU∥2 ≤ α(µ,u, k)
where α(µ,u, k) is as in (2.2.9) Note that for µ < 1k+2u−1 , the numbers 1−µ (k+2u−1) >
0 and 1 − µ (k − 1) > 0. This proves the lemma.
2.2.3 Main Theorems
Theorem 2.2.6. Let x be feasible for mod-BP and let xKc be u-sparse. If µ < 1k+2u−1
then mod-BP recovers x exactly.
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Proof. Let x∗ be a solution of mod-BP. Define h = x − x∗. We will show that h = 0.
0 = ∥Ah∥22
= ∣⟨Ah,Ah⟩∣
=∑
i
∑
j
∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣ ⋅ ∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣
=∑
i
∣h(i)∣2 +∑
i≠j ∣⟨ai, aj⟩∣ ⋅ ∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣≥ ∥h∥22 − µ∑
i≠j ∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣= (1 + µ)∥h∥22 − µ∑
i
∑
j
∣h(i)∣ ⋅ ∣h(j)∣
= (1 + µ)∥h∥22 − µ∥h∥21
so, ∥h∥2 ≤ √ µ
µ + 1∥h∥1 (2.2.11)
Using (2.2.2), (2.2.11) and (2.2.4), we have,
∥h∥2 ≤ √ µ
µ + 1∥hR + hU + hK∥1
≤ √ µ
µ + 1(2∥hU∥1 + ∥hK∥1)
≤ √ µ
µ + 1(2√u ∥hU∥2 +√k∥hK∥2)
= √ µ
µ + 1 (2√u∥hU∥2 +√k2µ
√
uk ∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ )
= 2√ µu
µ + 1 (1 + µk1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hU∥2
= 2√ µu
µ + 1 ( 1 + µ1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hU∥2
= ⎛⎝2
√
µu(1 + µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ ⎞⎠∥hU∥2
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Since µ < 1k+2u−1 , lemma 2.2.5 implies hU = 0 which implies h = 0.
This proves the theorem.
The following theorem deals with noisy case.
Theorem 2.2.7. Let x be feasible for mod-BPDN and let xKc be u-sparse. If µ < 1k+2u−1
then the minimizer x∗ of mod-BPDN satisfies
∥x − x∗∥2 ≤ C(µ,u, k)
where C(µ,u, k) is a constant depending on µ, u and k.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of theorem 2.2.6 and using ∥Ah∥2 ≤ 2, we have,
(1 + µ)∥h∥22 ≤ µ∥h∥21 + 42
≤ µ∥hK + hU + hR∥21 + 42
≤ µ (∥hK∥1 + 2∥hU∥1)2 + 42
≤ µ(√k∥hK∥2 + 2√u∥hU∥2)2 + 42
≤ µ⎛⎝√k2µ
√
uk∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2√k
√
1 + (k − 1)µ
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2√u∥hU∥2⎞⎠
2 + 42
= µ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣2
√
u(1 + µk
1 − (k − 1)µ)∥hU∥2 + 2√k
√
1 + (k − 1)µ
1 − (k − 1)µ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2 + 42
≤ µ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 2
√
u(1 + µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ α(µ,u, k) + 2
√
k (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2 + 42
= ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + µ
⎛⎝
√
u(1 + µ) ⋅ α(µ,u, k) +√k (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ ⎞⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ 42
This proves that ∥x − x∗∥2 ≤ C(µ,u, k) , where
C(µ,u, k) = 2
¿ÁÁÁÀ 1
1 + µ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + µ
⎛⎝
√
u(1 + µ) ⋅ α(µ,u, k) +√k (1 + (k − 1)µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ ⎞⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and α(µ,u, k) is given by (2.2.9). This establishes the theorem.
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We now turn to mod-DS.
Theorem 2.2.8. Let x be feasible for mod-DS and let xKc be u-sparse. If µ < 1k+2u−1
then a minimizer x∗ of mod-DS satisfies
∥x − x∗∥2 ≤D(µ,u, k)
where D(µ,u, k) is a constant depending on µ, u, k.
Proof. Let h = x − x∗ as usual. Then Ah = Ax −Ax∗ = Ax − y + y −Ax∗. Also note that∥A′U(Ax − y)∥2 ≤ √u, ∥A′U(Ax∗ − y)∥2 ≤ √u and
∥A′Ah∥∞ = ∥A′(Ax − y + y −Ax∗)∥∞ ≤ ∥A′(Ax − y)∥∞ + ∥A′(y −Ax∗)∥∞ ≤ 2
So,
∣⟨Ah,AhU⟩∣ = ∣⟨A′U(Ax − y + y −Ax∗), hU⟩∣≤ (∥A′U(Ax − y)∥2 + ∥A′U(y −Ax∗)∥2) ∥hU∥2≤ 2√u∥hU∥2
Again, from lemma 2.2.5
(1 − (2u − 1)µ)∥hU∥22 ≤ µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + ∣⟨Ah,AhU⟩∣
= µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + ∣⟨A′UAh,hU⟩∣≤ µ√uk∥hK∥2∥hU∥2 + 2√u∥hU∥2
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Canceling ∥hU∥2 and using inequality (2.2.6) implies
(1 − (2u − 1)µ)∥hU∥2 ≤ µ√uk∥hK∥2 + 2√u
≤ µ√uk (2µ√uk∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2
√
k
1 − (k − 1)µ)) + 2√u
≤ 2µ2uk ∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + ( 2
√
uµk
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2√u)
= 2µ2uk ∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2
√
u(1 + µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ
i.e. [1 − (2u − 1)µ − 2µ2uk(1 − (k − 1)µ)] ∥hU∥2 ≤ 2
√
u(1 + µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ
[(1 + µ)(1 − (k + 2u − 1)µ) ∥hU∥2(1 − (k − 1)µ) ] ≤ 2
√
u(1 + µ)
1 − (k − 1)µ
This proves that ∥hU∥2 ≤ 2√u
1 − (k + 2u − 1)µ (2.2.12)
Also note that
∥h∥1 = ∥hR + hU + hK∥1
≤ 2∥hU∥1 + ∥hK∥1
≤ 2√u∥hU∥2 +√k∥hK∥2
≤ 2√u∥hU∥2 + 2µ√u k ∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2
√
k
1 − (k − 1)µ
≤ 2√u(1 + µ)∥hU∥2
1 − (k − 1)µ + 2
√
k
1 − (k − 1)µ≤ β(µ,u, k)
where
β(µ,u, k) = 4u(1 + µ)(1 − (k − 1)µ)(1 − (k + 2u − 1)µ) + 2
√
k
1 − (k − 1)µ (2.2.13)
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and the last part of the inequality follows from (2.2.12). Once again, using the proof of
theorem 2.2.7,
(1 + µ)∥h∥22 ≤ µ∥h∥21 + ∥Ah∥22
≤ µ∥h∥21 + ∣⟨A′Ah,h⟩∣
≤ µ∥h∥21 + ∥A′Ah∥∞∥h∥1
≤ µ (β(µ,u, k))2 + 22β(µ,u, k)
≤ 2 (µβ2 + 2β)
Note that we have used ∣⟨a, b⟩∣ ≤ ∥a∥∞ ⋅ ∥b∥1 in the third inequality. This implies that∥h∥2 ≤D(µ,u, k) where
D(µ,u, k) = √µβ2 + 2β
1 + µ
and β as in (2.2.13). Theorem is now proved.
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CHAPTER 3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
CONDITIONS
In this chapter, we derive dual and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality condi-
tions for modified `1-minimization problems. We also prove an algebraic necessary and
sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of solution of mod-BP using theory of convex
optimization.
3.1 Convex Optimization
In this section, we review the basics of convex optimization, as it is used extensively in
this chapter. For details, a standard reference is the book by Boyd and Vandenberghe [8].
A convex optimization problem has the form
minimize f0(x)
subject to fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1,2, . . . , k
Ax = y
(OP)
where x ∈ Rp, fi are convex functions from Rp to R, and A is an m × p matrix. The
Lagrangian of this problem is defined as
L(x,λ, ν) = f0(x) + k∑
i=1 λifi(x) + ν′(y −Ax)
where λ ∈ Rk, ν ∈ Rm.
The Lagrangian dual function is defined as
g(λ, ν) = inf
x
L(x,λ, ν).
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and the dual optimization problem corresponding to (OP) is
maximize g(λ, ν)
subject to λ ≽ 0. (DP)
If x∗ and λ∗, ν∗ are optimal solutions to primal and dual convex optimization prob-
lems, then f(x∗) = g(λ∗, ν∗). This is called strong duality.
Lemma 3.1.1. If the functions fi are differentiable, then x∗, λ∗, and ν∗ are optimal for
OP and DP respectively if and only if the KKT conditions (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) are
satisfied. These are
Primal constraints: fi(x∗) ≤ 0, i = 1,2, . . . , k
Ax∗ = y
Dual constraints: λ∗ ⪰ 0 where ⪰ is the componentwise inequality.
Complementary slackness: λ∗i fi(x∗) = 0, i = 1,2, . . . , k
Gradient of the Lagrangian
with respect to x vanishes: ∇xL(x∗, λ∗, ν∗) = 0
Complementary slackness says that for each i, at least one of λ∗i and fi(x∗) is zero.
The stronger Goldman-Tucker theorem [40] states that in the linear programming case
(where the fi are affine linear functions) the existence of an optimal solution implies that
there exists an optimal solution where for each i, precisely one of λ∗i and fi(x∗) is zero.
One attractive feature of BP and DS is that these problems can be written as linear
programming (LP) problems and can be solved readily by existing LP solvers. BPDN
is a quadratic programming problem. We will derive LP form of mod-BP, mod-DS and
also find the dual of these modified problems. It is possible to derive the dual problems
directly from BP and mod-BP, but in order to apply the Goldman-Tucker theorem [69]
later we have to reformulate them as linear programs first. We do this for mod-BP and
mod-DS; regular BP and DS are then just special cases.
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3.2 Convex Optimization View of mod-BP
Recall that mod-BP is the following optimization problem: Given an estimate K of
the support of the unknown vector x,
minimize ∥xKc∥1 subject to y = Ax. (mod-BP)
The equivalent linear program for this is
minimize c′t subject to x − t ≼ 0 (mod-LP)
−x − t ≼ 0
Ax = y
where c ∈ Rp is given by
ci =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if i ∈K,
1 if i ∉K.
where ≼ is componentwise inequality.
Lemma 3.2.1. Mod-BP and mod-LP have same optimal solution in the following sense.
A vector x is an optimal solution of mod-BP iff (x, t) is an optimal solution of mod-LP
for any t with
ti = ∣xi∣ if i ∉K,
ti ≥ ∣xi∣ if i ∈K.
Proof. Assume x is optimal for mod-BP, then (x, t) with ti ≥ ∣xi∣ for all i is feasible for
mod-LP. To minimize c′t we must have ti = ∣xi∣ for i ∉K. If (x, t) is optimum for mod-LP,
then ti = ∣xi∣ for i ∉K, and thus ∥xKc∥1 = c′t. This proves the lemma.
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3.2.1 Dual and Optimality Conditions of mod-BP
Now, we work on to find the dual of mod-BP. The Lagrangian of mod-LP is
L(x, t, λ1, λ2, ν) = c′t + λ′1(x − t) + λ′2(−x − t) + ν′(y −Ax)
= ν′y + (λ′1 − λ′2 − ν′A)x + (c′ − λ′1 − λ′2)t
The Lagrangian dual function is
g(λ1, λ2, ν) = min
x,t
L(x, t, λ1, λ2, ν)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ν′y if c − λ1 − λ2 = 0, λ1 − λ2 −A′ν = 0,
−∞ otherwise.
The first formulation of dual problem is ,
maximize ν′y
subject to λ1 ≽ 0
λ2 ≽ 0
λ1 − λ2 = A′ν
λ1 + λ2 = c.
(3.2.1)
Simplifying the constraints further:
For i ∈ K, ci = 0. So, (λ1 + λ2)i = 0. Since (λ1)i ≥ 0 and (λ2)i ≥ 0, we must have,(λ1)i = (λ2)i = 0. For i ∉K, ci = 1 and hence (λ1)i + (λ2)i = 1. As (λ1)i ≥ 0 and (λ2)i ≥ 0
we have −1 ≤ (λ1)i − (λ2)i ≤ 1 which implies that −1 ≤ (A′ν)i ≤ 1.
It is easy to see that for each number in [−1,1], we can find suitable λ1 and λ2. The
final form of dual of mod-BP can then be written as
maximize
ν
ν′y subject to ∣a′iν∣ = 0 for i ∈K (dual mod-LP)
∣a′iν∣ ≤ 1 for i ∉K
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Now, we assume pairs (x, t) and (λ1, λ2, ν) to be optimal for mod-LP and its dual (3.2.1)
and find complementary slackness condition and other optimality conditions. The com-
plementary slackness condition becomes
(λ1)i(xi − ti) = 0 and (λ2)i(−xi − ti) = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , p (3.2.2)
For i ∈ K, (λ1)i = (λ2)i = 0 so complementary slackness is automatically satisfied. If
i ∉ K, three scenarios arise, namely, xi > 0, xi < 0 and xi = 0. For xi > 0, ti = xi
and hence one must have (λ2)i = 0 for (3.2.2) to hold. Now using equality constraints
in (3.2.1) gives (λ1)i = 1 implying a′iν = 1. Similarly, for xi < 0, we get (λ2)i = 1 implying
a′iν = −1 and, for xi = 0 equations (3.2.2) is automatically satisfied. To summarize,
complementary slackness condition for mod-BP becomes
a′iν = sign(xi) for i ∈K, xi ≠ 0 (3.2.3)
∣a′iν∣ ≤1 for i ∈K,xi = 0 (3.2.4)
Goldman-Tucker theorem [40] says that if there is an optimal solution, there is one
with the property that only one of (λ1)i or (xi − ti) is zero and only one of (λ2)i or(−xi − ti) is zero in the complementary slackness condition (3.2.2). For i ∈ K, we have(λ1)i = 0 = (λ2)i. So, we can increase t on K to make xi − ti ≠ 0 and −xi − ti ≠ 0. For
i ∉ K and xi ≠ 0, we saw that exactly one of these is automatically nonzero. And for
xi = 0, we need (λ1)i, (λ2)i > 0.
Thus, applying Goldman-Tucker theorem in complementary slackness condition, we
get
a′iν = sign(xi) for i ∈K, xi ≠ 0 (3.2.5)
∣a′iν∣ <1 for i ∈K,xi = 0 (3.2.6)
The linear programming form LP of BP is the same, with c replaced by c = (1,1, . . . ,1)′.
Gradient condition for mod-LP reduces to the last two equations in (3.2.1).
Putting all these preceding discussion in the form of a theorem, we have the following.
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Theorem 3.2.2. x∗ is an optimal solution of mod-BP if and only if there exists a ν∗
such that x∗, t∗ = ∣x∗∣ and ν∗ are feasible for mod-BP and dual-mod-BP, and
(a) a′iν = 0 for all i ∈K
(b) a′iν = sign(x∗i ) for all i ∈K, x∗i ≠ 0
(c) ∣a′iν∣ < 1 for all i ∉K, x∗i = 0
3.2.2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Modified Basis Pursuit
The following is the main theorem of this chapter. This says that necessary and
sufficient conditions similar to that of basis pursuit can be derived for the modified basis
pursuit problem.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let x be feasible for mod-BP and let xKc be u-sparse. Assume that
AK∪U has full rank k +u, then x∗ is the unique solution of mod−BP if and only if there
exists a ν ∈ Rm with the following conditions
(a) a′iν = 0 for all i ∈K
(b) a′iν = sign(x∗i ) for all i ∈ U
(c) ∣a′iν∣ < 1 for all i ∉K ∪U
Proof. We just need to prove that x∗ is unique. The other part of the theorem follows
from theorem 3.2.2. To that end, let α be another minimum point and the set U , dual
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vector v∗ have been chosen based on x∗.
∥αKc∥1 = ∑
i∈Kc ∣αi∣=∑
i∈U ∣αi∣ + ∑i∉(K∪U) ∣αi∣≥∑
i∈U sign(x∗i )(x∗i + αi − x∗i ) + ∑i∉(K∪U)ν′aiαi=∑
i∈U ∣x∗i ∣ +∑i∈U ν′ai(αi − x∗i ) + ∑i∉(K∪U)ν′aiαi=∑
i∈U ∣x∗i ∣ + ∑i∈(K∪U)ν′ai(αi − x∗i ) + ∑i∉(K∪U)ν′aiαi= ∑
i∈Kc ∣x∗i ∣ + ν′A(α − x∗)=∣x∗Kc∥1
Now putting the equality sign in above inequalities, we get αi = 0 for all i ∉ (K ∪ U).
Since x∗i is also zero outside (K ∪ U), we have AK∪Ux∗K∪U = AK∪UαK∪U As the rank of
AK∪U is k + u, We must have x∗K∪U = αK∪U . This proves that x∗ is unique.
So, we have derived an algebraic necessary and sufficient condition for the uniqueness
of a sparse vector as a solution of modified basis pursuit. We will discuss some preliminary
results we have derived on geometric necessary and sufficient conditions in chapter 5.
Author in [32] recently came up with a different necessary and sufficient condition
for the recovery of s-sparse x supported on S, using a special set defined as follows.
G = {x ∈ Rp ∶ supp(x) ⊂ S, rank(AS) = s, ∣a′jz∣ < 1 for all j ∉ S}
By following the same techniques, we define a set GK as follows
GK = {x ∈ Rp ∶ supp(x) ⊂ (T ∪U), rank(AK∪U) = k + u, ∣a′jz∣ < 1 for all j ∉K ∪U}
where z =MAU(A′UMAU)−1sign(x∗U) and M = I −AK(A′KAK)−1A′K . Then we prove the
more precise form of the necessity part of the above theorem.
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Theorem 3.2.4. If x∗ ∈ G¯K then x∗ is the unique solution of mod-BP.
Proof. By theorem 3.2.3, we see that any x ∈ GK is the unique solution of mod-BP.
Further, as z depends only on the sign and support of x, the set GK is the union of cones
of varying dimension. Hence any vector in G¯K can be extended to a vector in GK . Thus,
for x∗ ∈ G¯K , there is a v∗ with different support from x∗ and x∗ + v∗ ∈ GK .
If x∗ is not the unique optimum, there is w∗ ∈ Rp such that Aw∗ = Ax∗ and ∥w∗Kc∥1 =∥x∗Kc∥1.
Define vˆ = w∗ + v∗ then Avˆ = A(w∗ + v∗) = A(x∗ + v∗). Since x∗ + v∗ ∈ GK , x∗ + v∗ is the
unique optimum for mod-BP. We must have ∥(x∗ + v∗)Kc∥1 < ∥vˆKc∥1
Here
∥(x∗ + v∗)Kc∥1 = ∥x∗Kc∥1 + ∥v∗Kc∥1= ∥w∗Kc∥1 + ∥v∗Kc∥1≥ ∥w∗Kc + v∗Kc∥1= ∥(w∗ + v∗)Kc∥1
= ∥vˆKc∥1
This implies ∥(x∗ + v∗)Kc∥1 = ∥vˆKc∥1 which contradicts the optimality of x∗ + v∗. So, we
must have x∗ + v∗ = w∗ + v∗, i.e., x∗ = w∗.
3.3 LP Form and Dual of mod-DS
The name Dantzig Selector was chosen to give tribute to the founder of simplex
algorithm which solves linear programming. Following the same techniques as in mod-
BP case, the problem mod-DS
minimize
x
∥xKc∥1 subject to ∥A′(y −Ax)∥∞ ≤  (mod-DS)
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can be easily written as a linear programming problem
minimize
x,t
c′t subject to A′(y −Ax) − 1 ⋅  ≼ 0 (LP mod-DS)
−A′(y −Ax) − 1 ⋅  ≼ 0
x − t ≼ 0
−x − t ≼ 0
where 1 = (1,1, . . . ,1)′ and
ci =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if i ∈K,
1 if i ∉K.
The Lagrangian for mod-DS is give by
L(x, t, λ1,λ2, λ3, λ4) = c′t + λ′1(A′(y −Ax) − 1) + λ′2(−A′(y −Ax) − 1) + λ′3(x − t) + λ′4(−x − t)
= −λ′1 ⋅ 1 − λ′2 ⋅ 1 + λ′1A′y − λ′2A′y + (−λ′1A′A + λ′2A′A + λ′3 − λ′4)x + (−λ′3 − λ′4 + c′)t
Hence the dual function is,
g(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) = min
x,t
L(x, t, λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−1′(λ1 + λ2) + y′A(λ1 − λ2) if A′A(λ1 − λ2) = λ3 − λ4, λ3 + λ4 = c,
−∞ otherwise.
The first formulation of dual of mod-DS is
maximize
λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4
y′A(λ1 − λ2) − 1′(λ1 + λ2) subject to (3.3.1)
A′A(λ1 − λ2) = λ3 − λ4
λ3 + λ4 = c
λ1 ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ 0, λ3 ≥ 0, λ4 ≥ 0
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The conditions λ3 + λ4 = c, λ3 ≥ 0 and λ4 ≥ 0 imply that (λ3)i = (λ4)i = 0 for i ∈ K and(λ3)i − (λ4)i ∈ [−1,1] for i ∉ K. Also note that λ1 and λ2 cannot both be nonzero for
the optimal solution, otherwise we could decrease λ1+λ2 and increase objective function
while keeping λ1 −λ2 the same. Define ν = λ1 −λ2 then we have ∣νi∣ = (λ1)i + (λ2)i. Using
these in 3.3.1 , we can write the dual of mod-DS as
maximize
ν
y′Aν − ∥ν∥1 subject to (Dual mod-DS)
a′iAν = 0 for i ∈K
∣a′iAν∣ ≤ 1 for i ∉K
We now simplify the complementary slackness condition for mod-DS. The comple-
mentary slackness for mod-DS can be written as
(λ1)i(xi − ti) = 0, (λ2)i(−xi − ti) = 0 ∀i = 1 . . . p (3.3.2)
and (λ3)i[a′i(y −Ax) − ] = 0, (λ4)i[−a′i(y −Ax) − ] = 0 ∀i = 1 . . . p (3.3.3)
First we analyze (3.3.2). For i ∈ K, (λ3)i = (λ4)i = 0 so complementary slackness is
automatically satisfied. Goldman-Tucker theorem implies xi − ti ≠ 0 and −xi − ti ≠ 0,
which doesn’t mean anything here.
If i ∉ K, three scenarios arise as in the case of mod-LP, namely, xi > 0, xi < 0 and
xi = 0. For xi > 0, we have −xi − ti ≠ 0 and hence one must have (λ4)i = 0 implying(λ3)i = 0. This, in turn implies a′iAν = 1. Similarly, for xi < 0, we get xi − ti ≠ 0 implying(λ3)i = 0. So, (λ4)i = 1 which then implies a′iAν = −1. And, for xi = 0 equations (3.3.3) is
automatically satisfied. Goldman-Tucker theorem here indicates that (λ3)i > 0, (λ4)i > 0
proving that ∣a′iAν∣ < 1. Similar analysis in 3.3.3 implies the following.
 If ν > 0 then (λ1)i > 0 and (λ2)i = 0. Hence a′i(y −Ax) = .
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 If ν < 0 then (λ1)i = 0 and (λ2)i > 0. Hence a′i(y −Ax) = −, and
 If ν = 0 then (λ1)i = 0 and (λ2)i = 0. Complementary slackness condition (3.3.3) is
automatically satisfied.
Gradient condition are simply ∇xL = A′A(λ2−λ1)+λ3−λ4 = 0 and ∇tL−λ3−λ4+c = 0
which are same as the equality constraints in (3.3.1). Finally, Goldman-Tucker theorem
in this case implies a′i(y −Ax) <  or −a′i(y −Ax) <  according as (λ1)i = 0 or (λ2)i = 0
Thus we have ∣a′i(y −Ax)∣ < . Preceding analysis in a form of a theorem states that
Theorem 3.3.1. x∗ is an optimal solution of mod-DS if and only if there exists a ν∗
such that x∗, t∗ = ∣x∗∣ and ν∗ are feasible for mod-DS(LP) and dual-mod-DS, and
(a) a′iAν∗ = 0 for all i ∈K
(b) a′iAν∗ = sign(x∗i ) for all i ∈K, x∗i ≠ 0
(c) ∣a′iAν∗∣ < 1 for all i ∉K, x∗i = 0 and
(d) a′i(y −Ax∗) =  sign(ν∗i ) for all ν∗i ≠ 0
(e) ∣a′i(y −Ax∗)∣ <  if ν∗i = 0
3.4 QP Form and Dual of mod-BPDN
We work with unconstrained version of mod-BPDN, namely,
min
x
1
2
∥Ax − y∥22 + λ∥xKc∥1, λ > 0 (unconstrained mod-BPDN)
The general form of quadratic programming (QP) is
min
x
1
2
x′Qx + b′x
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with one or more inequality constraints. We will first show that unconstrained mod-
BPDN is a QP. Let
xi = x+i − x−i and ∣xi∣ = x+i + x−i
where
x+i = max{xi,0} and x−i = max{−xi,0}
for all i. Thus, we have
x = x+ − x− and ∥xKc∥1 = c′x+ + c′x−
where c is defined as above. Objective function of unconstrained mod-BPDN simplifies
to
1
2
∥Ax − y∥22 + λ∥xKc∥1 = 12x′A′Ax − y′Ax + λ∥xKc∥1 + 12y′y= 1
2
((x+ − x−)′A′A(x+ − x−)) − y′A(x+ − x−) + λ(c′x+ + c′x−) + 1
2
y′y
= 1
2
⎛⎜⎜⎝
x+
x−
⎞⎟⎟⎠
′ ⎛⎜⎜⎝
A′A −A′A−A′A A′A
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎝
x+
x−
⎞⎟⎟⎠ +
⎛⎜⎜⎝
λc −A′y
λc +A′y
⎞⎟⎟⎠
′ ⎛⎜⎜⎝
x+
x−
⎞⎟⎟⎠ + 12y′y
Hence unconstrained mod-BPDN is a QP.
Now we show find the dual of unconstrained mod-BPDN. Note that dual of QP is
also a QP. Expanding `2 norm in objective function gives
1
2
x′A′Ax − y′Ax + λ∥xKc∥1 + 1
2
y′y (3.4.1)
and has an infimum if
A′(Ax − y) + λu = 0
where u is in the subgradient of ∂∥x∥1. In other words,
ui =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if i ∈K,
sign(xi) if xi ≠ 0, i ∉K
∈ [−1,1] if xi = 0, i ∉K.
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Multiplying both sides by x, we get
x′A′Ax − x′A′y + λ∥xKc∥1 = 0.
Substituting x′A′Ax − x′A′y = λ∥xKc∥1 in (3.4.1) gives us the dual program,
max
x
− 1
2
∥Ax∥22 + 12y′y subject to A′(Ax − y) = λu
Ignoring the constant term 12y
′y, and noting the definition of u, the dual of unconstrained
mod-BPDN can be written as
min
x
∥Ax∥22 subject to ∥A′Kc(Ax−y)∥∞ ≤ λ, A′K(Ax−y) = 0 (Dual-mod-BPDN)
Let us denote the objective function of mod-BPDN by QKλ (x). We have the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.4.1. For any y,A and λ ≥ 0, the mod-BPDN has the following properties.
(a) mod-BPDN either has a unique solution or there are infinitely many solutions.
(b) If u(λ) and v(λ) are two distinct solutions of mod-BPDN for a fixed λ then Au = Av.
(c) for a fixed λ > 0, any two solutions u, v of mod-BPDN satisfy ∥uKc∥1 = ∥vKc∥1
Proof. (a) The objective function QKλ (x) is not strictly convex if A′A is not positive
definite. So, there may be infinite number of solutions. If the solution is not unique, let
u(λ) and v(λ) be two different solutions for a fixed value of λ. As the solution set of
mod-BP is convex, the convex combination αu(λ) + (1 − αv(λ)) for 0 < α < 1 are also
solutions. Hence there are infinitely many solutions.
(b) Note that for an optimal solution u(λ) of mod-BPDN, y ≠ Au(λ). Let c∗ = QKλ (u) =
QKλ (v) be the common optimum value. If Au ≠ Av, define w as the convex combination
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of u and v as w = αu + (1 − α)v for 0 < α < 1 then
Q(w) = Q(αu + (1 − α)v)
= 1
2
∥y −A(αu + (1 − α)v)∥22 + λ∥(αu + (1 − α)v)Kc∥1
≤ 1
2
∥α(y −Au) + (1 − α)(y −Av)∥22 + λα∥uKc∥1 + λ(1 − α)∥vKc∥1
< α(1
2
∥(y −Au)∥22 + λ∥uKc∥1) + (1 − α) (12∥(y −Au)∥22 + λα∥uKc∥1)= αc∗ + (1 − α)c∗
= c∗
Inequality above is due to the convexity of the norm ∥.∥1 and the strict inequality is due
to the strict convexity of the function ∥.∥22. Thus we have the contradiction that u and
v are the optimum of the mod-BPDN. This proves that Au = Av.
(c) Using (b), we have y −Au = y −Av. Since both solution give the same value of the
objective function, we must have ∥uKc∥1 = ∥vKc∥1
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS: mod-BPDN.
In this chapter, we discuss numerical solution of one of the modified `1 minimiza-
tion problems, namely, mod-BPDN using an open source solver called `1-homotopy [2].
Homotopy method starts with an initial solution and constructs a desired solution it-
eratively by tracing a linear path between two consecutive approximate solutions and
gradually adjusting the parameter.
4.1 Unconstrained mod-BPDN and Homotopy
minimize
x∈Rp 12∥y −Ax∥22 + λ∥xKc∥1, λ > 0 (mod-BPDN-Unconstrained)
By defining W = diag{w1,w2, . . . ,wp} where wi =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if i ∈ K
λ if i ∈ Kc. unconstrained mod-
BPDN reduces to the following problem discussed in [3]
minimize
x∈Rp 12∥y −Ax∥22 + λ∥Wx∥1, λ > 0 (weighted-BPDN)
where W is a diagonal matrix of nonnegative weights. Homotopy algorithm starts with
a solution of another closely related problem and finds the solution of mod-BPDN iter-
atively. For details see [3].
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4.2 Experiments
We create a matrix A of size 250×500 with entries drawn from Gaussian distribution
and normalize the columns. We also generate a s-sparse vector with support S where s is
a positive integer in [60,120] with its nonzero entries uniformly distributed in the range
of [−20,20]. The known part K of the support S will have 50% to 100% of the indices
in S. After generating x we generate bounded noise w and add it to the measurements
Ax giving us y = Ax +w. The parameter λ is chosen to be the maximum of pre-defined
tolerance 10−4 ⋅ ∥A′y∥∞ and theoretical optimum σ ⋅ √log(p) where σ is the standard
deviation of each component of error vector w. Then we apply homotopy algorithm to
approximate x from the measurements y using both BPDN and mod-BPDN. We run 100
realization of such experiment and plot the average result. We calculate the ratio of `2
error between x and approximate solution. Here are the details of the plots.
Figure 4.2.1 NMSE comparison, BPDN versus mod-BPDN, ∣K ∣ is 60% of ∣S∣.
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As we can see from the figure 4.2.1 mod-BPDN performs significantly better when
we know 60% of the indices and it becomes less significant as we increase measurements.
The following figure is when ∣K ∣ = 80%.
Figure 4.2.2 NMSE comparison, BPDN versus mod-BPDN, ∣K ∣ is 80% of ∣S∣.
In figure 4.2.3, we plot the NMSE of solutions of both BPDN and mod-BPDN versus
increasing sparsity. When x is very sparse, difference in performance is minimal but
as the sparsity grows the performance of mod-BPDN becomes significantly better than
BPDN. In the next figure 4.2.4, we vary ∣K ∣ from 50% to 100% and show that more
knowledge of the support reduces the error significantly.
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Figure 4.2.3 NMSE comparison, BPDN versus mod-BPDN, ∣K ∣ is 60% of ∣S∣. ∣S∣ is
increasing by 10 from 60 to 120
Figure 4.2.4 NMSE comparison, BPDN versus mod-BPDN, s = 60 and K is increasing
from 50% to 100%
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY, FUTURE RESEARCH AND
CONCLUSION
This chapter consist of summary of results derived during my time at Iowa State
University. We will also list some of the interesting problems I will work on as my future
research projects.
5.1 Summary of Results
5.1.1 RIC and ROC Based Results
Table 5.1.1 : Notations
Notations
x a feasible vector x−u x − xK − xU
S support of x xˆ arg min
x
{∥xKc∥1 ∶ y = Ax}
K known part of S x˘ arg min
x
{∥xKc∥1 ∶ ∥y −Ax∥2 ≤ }
U unknown part of S x∗ arg min
x
{∥xKc∥1 ∶ ∥A′(y −Ax)∥∞ ≤ }
A, B, C constants on u, k, δ , θ s, k, u ∣S∣, ∣K ∣, ∣U ∣ resp.
5.1.2 Coherence Based Main Results
We assume x to be feasible and s-sparse here. Other notations are same. C and D
are constants depending on µ, u and k.
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Table 5.1.2 : Sufficient conditions based on restricted isometry
Results Based on RIC and ROC
Sufficient Condition Main Results
δk+u+a +√ub θk+u+a,b < 1,
∥xˆ − x∥2 ≤ B∥x−u∥1 (mod-BP)∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ A +B∥x−u∥1 (mod-BPDN with bounded noise)∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ Aσ√m + 2√m logm +B∥x−u∥1 w.p. ≥ 1 − 1m
(mod-BPDN with Gaussian noise)∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤ C +B∥x−u∥1 (mod-DS with bounded noise)
0 < a < b ≤ 4a, 0 ≤ u ≤ p − k ∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤ Cσ√2 log p +B∥x−u∥1 w.p. ≥ 1 − 12√pi log p
(mod-DS with Gaussian noise)
Table 5.1.3 : More sufficient conditions
Other Sufficient Conditions
For b = 2u, a = u 1. δk+2u + θk+2u,u < 12. δk+2u < √2 − 1 ≈ 0.414
3. δk+2u + δk+3u < 1.
For u ≤ s4 or u ≤ k3 4. δ2s < 11+√0.3125 ≈ 0.6414
5.1.3 NSC for mod-BP
Let x be feasible for mod-BP and let xKc be u-sparse. Assume that AK∪U has full rank
k + u, then x∗ is the unique solution of mod −BP if and only if there exists a ν ∈ Rm
with the following conditions
(a). a′iν = 0 for all i ∈K
(b). a′iν = sign(x∗i ) for all i ∈ U
(c). ∣a′iν∣ < 1 for all i ∉K ∪U
Table 5.1.4 : Sufficient conditions based on coherence
Results Based on Coherence
Sufficient Condition Main Results
µ < 1k+2u−1 x = xˆ (mod-BP)∥x˘ − x∥2 ≤ C(µ,u, k) (mod-BPDN)∥x∗ − x∥2 ≤D(µ,u, k) (mod-DS)
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5.2 Future Research
In this subsection, I list some problems that I plan to work on after my Ph.D.
5.2.1 Sharp Bounds for Modified `1 Minimization Problems
Ever since sufficient conditions based on RIC and ROC were used by Cande`s and Tao
for the recovery of sparse signals, researchers are trying to improve the bounds by trying
different approaches. Main problem of my research is also related to one of such paper
by Cai et. al [11]. There have been multiple efforts to improve bounds and sufficient
conditions [10, 13]. Sharp sufficient conditions for all three `1-minimization problems
which have recently been found [59] is given by
δts <
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
√
t−1
t if t ≥ 43
4
4−t if ts is even and t < 43√
t2− 1
s2
4−2t+√t2− 1
s2
if ts is odd and t < 43
As a first project after my graduation, I will work to establish the corresponding sharp
bounds for modified `1 minimization.
5.2.2 Neighbourliness of a polytope and NSC conditions for mod-BP
The first problem I approached during my research is to find a necessary and sufficient
conditions based on convex polytopes and property of such polytopes called neighbourli-
ness. To explain the actual problem, we need some basics of convex geometry.
5.2.2.1 Basics of Convex Polytopes
In this subsection, we will review facts about convex polytopes that are related to this
work. Readers are advised to see [41] for the detailed explanation. For a given a ≠ 0 ∈ Rp,
c ∈ R, a set of the form H = {x ∈ Rp ∶ a′x = c} is called a hyperplane. The hyperplane
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defines two closed halfspaces K1 = {x ∈ Rp ∶ a′x ≤ c} and K2 = {x ∈ Rp ∶ a′x ≥ c}. A set of
the form { p∑
i=1 λiai ∶ λi are scalars, ai ∈ Rp for all i = 1 . . . p}
is called a linear combination of a1, ..., ap. It is called a convex linear combination if
0 ≤ λi ≤ 1 for all i, and ∑i λi = 1. Convex combination becomes affine combination if the
requirement 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1 is removed. The set of convex linear combinations of {a1, . . . , ap}
is also called the convex hull, written conv{a1, . . . , ap}.
A convex polyhedron is defined as the intersection of a finite number of closed half
spaces. A polytope P is a bounded convex polyhedron, or equivalently the convex hull
of a finite number of points in Rp.
A hyperplane H is a supporting hyperplane for a polytope P if P ∩H ≠ ∅, and P lies
completely in one of the closed half spaces defined by H. A set F ⊂ P is a face of P if
F = ∅ or F = P or F = P ∩H for some supporting hyperplane H. A face F is a proper
face of P if F ≠ ∅, and F ≠ P . A vertex is a face consisting of a single point.
The polytope is the convex hull of its vertices. Two important polytopes are the
hypercube {x ∶ −1 ≤ xi ≤ 1∀i} (the `∞-ball) and the crosspolytope {x ∶ ∑i ∣xi∣ ≤ 1} (the
`1-ball). By the dimension of polytope P , we mean the dimension of the affine hull of
the vertices of P . An r-dimensional polytope is simply called a r-polytope. A r-simplex
in Rm is defined to be the convex hull of r + 1 affinely independent points in Rm. A
polytope is said to be k-neighbourly if every set of k+1 vertices of P forms a proper face
of P . Every r-simplex is k-neighbourly for 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
Polarity plays a very important role in proving some of the theorems in this paper.
For a set A ⊂ Rm, the polar set is defined as
A∗ = {ν ∈ Rm ∶ x′ν ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ A}
For example, the hypercube and the crosspolytope are polar to each other. The polar
of a polytope P containing 0 in its interior is also a polytope. We use polarity as also
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a duality. Two polytopes P , P ∗ are said to be dual to each other if there exists a one-
to-one map ψ between the faces of P and the faces of P ∗, which is inclusion reversing,
that is, if F1 and F2 are faces of P with F1 ⊂ F2, ψ(F1), and ψ(F2) are faces of P ∗ with
ψ(F1) ⊃ ψ(F2).
Let P be a polytope and P ∗ be its polar. For a face F of P define F ∗ = {ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ y′ν =
1 ∀y ∈ F}. Then F ∗ is a face of P ∗, and the map ψ defined by ψ(F ) = F ∗ is one-one and
inclusion reversing, establishing the duality of P and P ∗. If F is a face of an m-polytope
and F ∗ is the corresponding face of its polar P ∗, then we have dim(F )+dim(F ∗) =m−1.
A polytope is said to be centrally symmetric if −P = P , equivalently, if it can be written
as P = conv{±a1,±a2, ....,±an} for some ai in Rm. In the case of a centrally symmetric
polytope, P is called k-neighbourly if every set of k+1 vertices not including any antipodal
pair forms a face of P . The polar of P can be written as P ∗ = {ν ∈ Rm ∶ ∣A′ν∣ ⪯ 1}.
5.2.2.2 Previous NSC for mod-BP based on Polytopes
Conditions based on RIPs and coherence give only sufficient conditions. Below we
will make a brief review of some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
a unique solution of the basis pursuit problem.
Theorem 5.2.1. [37] Let an s-sparse x∗ with support S satisfy y = Ax∗. Then x∗ is
the unique solution of BP if and only if
(a). rank(AS) = s,
and there exists ν ∈ Rm such that
(b). a′iν = sign(x∗i )∀ i ∈ S, and
(c). ∣a′iν∣ < 1∀ i ∈ Sc.
The sufficiency of Fuchs’ condition was proved in his paper [37]. The necessity was
recently proved by Dossal [32]. Theorem 3.2.3 gives an alternative, simpler proof.
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Theorem 5.2.2. [26] Let A be a m × p matrix with m ≪ p. Whenever y = Ax∗ has a
solution x∗ having at most s nonzero components, x∗ is the unique optimal solution of BP
if and only if the centrally symmetric polytope P = conv{±a1,±a2, ..,±ap} is s-neighbourly.
5.2.2.3 The Problem
Donoho’s theorem 5.2.2 says that s-neighbourliness of P = conv{±a1,±a2, ..,±ap} is
necessary and sufficient for the uniqueness of solution of BP. Because we have an extra
knowledge of the support in mod-BP problem, we may not require s-neighbourliness
of P . Thus the question arising here is, how neighbourly does P have to be for the
uniqueness of solution of mod-BP? As in the spirit of restricted isometry and coherence
based analysis, we expect P to have a weaker form of neighbourliness. Before we explain
the steps I have taken while trying to answer this question, we note here mod-BP and
its dual.
minimize ∥xKc∥1 subject to y = Ax. (mod-BP)
maximize
ν
ν′y subject to ∣a′iν∣ = 0 for i ∈K (dual mod-LP)
∣a′iν∣ ≤ 1 for i ∉K
What follows is the details of some of the theorems and lemmas I have proved and
proposed to solve the problem at hand. I plan to finish working in this project after my
graduation.
It is important to note here that Fuchs’ condition is for one particular sparse vector
x∗, but in Donoho’s condition the emphasis was on proving uniqueness for all s-sparse
solutions, not just one specific x∗. We have modified Donoho’s condition for a particular
x∗, which is given below.
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5.2.2.4 Connection Between Fuchs’ Condition and Donoho’s Condition
We state and give here a direct proof of equivalence of the two.
Proposition 5.2.3. Let an s-sparse x∗ with support S satisfy y = Ax. Then the following
are equivalent.
(a) Fuchs’ condition
(i) Rank(AS) = s. (ii) There exists ν ∈ Rm such that A′Sν = sign(x∗S) and ∣a′iν∣ <
1 ∀ i ∈ Sc
(b) Modified Donoho’s condition
F = conv{sign(x∗i )ai ∶ i ∈ S} is a s − 1 simplex, and a face of the centrally symmetric
polytope P = conv{±a1,±a2, ..,±ap}.
Proof. Let us first assume that Fuchs’ condition holds. We will show that an m − s
dimensional face F ∗ of P ∗ exists and use duality to prove the existence of F . Consider
F ∗ = {ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Sν = sign(x∗S)}. Note that for each i ∈ S, a set of the form Hi = {ν ∶ a′iν =
sign(x∗i )} is a hyperplane and is nonempty as given by Fuchs’ condition. This proves
that F ∗ is also nonempty. Define a vector d′ = 1′A′S and a scalar α = 1′sign(x∗S), where
1 is a vector of ones. Now for any ν ∈ F ∗, we have d′ν = 1′A′Sν = 1′sign(x∗S) = α and for
a ν ∈ P ∗, we have d′ν ≤ α. This implies that d′ν ≤ α is a valid inequality for P ∗ and the
hyperplane H = {ν ∶ d′ν = α} is a supporting hyperplane for P ∗. Note that d′ν = α if and
only if A′Sν = sign(x∗S). Hence F ∗ = P ∗ ∩H = {ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Sν = sign(x∗S)} is a face of P ∗.
Since rank(AS) = s, it holds that dim(F ∗) + rank(AS) = m [53]. Hence dim(F ∗) =
m−s. Now using polar duality there is a face F of P such that dim(F )+dim(F ∗) =m−1.
Thus dim(F ) = s − 1.
Now, we show that F is a simplex. Let S = {i1, i2, ..., is} and define Tj = S −{i1, i2, ..., ij} where j ∈ {1,2, ..., s − 1}. Define sets of the form F ∗j = {ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Tjν =
sign(x∗Tj)}. Then by the same argument as above, it can be shown that F ∗j is also a face
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of P ∗ of dimension m−s+j for j ∈ {1,2, ..., s−1} and the relation F ∗ ⊂ F ∗1 ⊂ F ∗2 ⊂ ⋯ ⊂ F ∗s−1
holds. By taking polar in this relation we get faces Fs−1 ⊂ Fs−2 ⊂ ⋯ ⊂ F1 ⊂ F of dimen-
sions 0,1,2, ..., s − 2. This proves that F is a simplex. Further more, we can write F ∗ as
F ∗ = {ν ∶ ∣A′Sν∣ = 1} ∩ P ∗ where ∣.∣ is componentwise and 1 is a vector of ones. Thus by
definition of polar, F can be written as F = conv{σiai, σi ∈ {1,−1}, i ∈ S}.
Conversely, let us assume that Donoho’s modified condition holds. Since F = conv{±ai, i ∈
S} is an s − 1 dimensional simplex and is a face of P , its polar F ∗ can be written as
F ∗ = {ν ∶ ∣A′Sν∣ ≤ 1} ∩ P ∗. The fact that G is an s − 1 dimensional face implies that
there exists a ν such that ∣a′iν∣ = 1 for all i ∈ S and ∣a′iν∣ < 1 for all i ∉ S. This proves(ii) and (iii). For the rank, we note that F ∗ is m − s dimensional which means that
there are exactly s different supporting hyperplanes {ν ∶ ∣a′iν∣ = 1,∀i} having nonempty
intersection with P ∗ and hence rank(AS) = s. This proves the theorem.
Lemma 5.2.4. The feasible set P ∗K = {ν ∈ Rm ∶ ∣A′ν∣ ≼ c} of the dual of mod-BP is a
polytope.
Proof. By definition P ∗K is a polyhedron. Since P ∗K ⊂ P ∗, P ∗K is also bounded.
The proof of the following theorems need verification and checking.
We connect Fuchs’ algebraic conditions for mod-BP to a vertex and a face of a polar
polytope in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.5. Let x be feasible for mod-BP and let xKc be u-sparse. Also assume
that AK∪U has full rank k + u. Then x∗ is the unique optimum of mod-BP if and only if
(a) A set F ∗K = {ν ∈ P ∗K ∶ A′U = sign(x∗U)} is an m − u dimensional face of P ∗K.
(b) There exists a vector ν ∈ Rm of the form ν = MAU(A′UMAU)−1sign(x∗U) where
M = I −AK(A′KAK)−1A′K,which lies on some face of F ∗K
Proof. We will show that the conditions (a) and (b) in theorem 3.2.3 are equivalent to
the conditions (a) and (b) in theorem 5.2.5.
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We prove (a) first. In the proof of proposition 1 we noted that any set of the form
ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Tν = sign(x∗T ) where T ⊆ S is an m− ∣T ∣ dimensional face of the polytope P ∗ if
Fuchs’ condition holds. Since U ⊆ S and A′Uν = sign(x∗U) by (a) of theorem 3, we conclude
that ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Uν = sign(x∗U) is an m − u dimensional face of P ∗. Since P ∗K is a polytope
and P ∗K ⊂ P ∗, the set P ∗K ∩ {ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Tν = sign(x∗T )} will be a face of P ∗K only if T ⊆ U .
Thus for T = U we have P ∗K∩{ν ∈ P ∗ ∶ A′Uν = sign(x∗U)} = {ν ∈ P ∗K ∶ A′Uν = sign(x∗U)} = F ∗K
and hence F ∗K is an m − u dimensional face of P ∗K .
Now we prove (b). The condition A′Kν = 0 in (a) in theorem 3 implies that ν is of
the form
ν = (I −AK(A′KAK)−1A′K)β
for some β ∈ Rm. Denoting I − AK(A′KAK)−1A′K by M and substituting this ν in
A′Uν = sign(x∗U) we have A′UMα = sign(x∗U) and hence α = (A′UM)sign(x∗U) where  is
the pseudo inverse. Using the formula for the pseudo inverse and noting that facts that
M =M2 =MM ′, we have
α =M ′AU(A′UMM ′AU)−1sign(x∗U) =MAU(A′UMAU)−1sign(x∗U).
Hence
ν =MAU(A′UMAU)−1sign(x∗U)
It remains to show that ν lies on some face of F ∗K . It is clear that ν is in F ∗K . If it lies
in relative interior we get a contradiction by applying A′U or A′K .
For the converse, the existence of m−u dimensional face of F ∗K implies a′jν = sign(x∗j )
for all j ∈ U and ∣a′jν∣ < 1 for all j ∉ U). By applying A′U and A′K gives us the required
conditions in (a) in theorem 3.2.3.
Finally we transfer these conditions to primal polytope. We have used the polar of
P ∗K by PK .
Theorem 5.2.6. Let x be feasible for mod-BP and let xKc be u-sparse. Assume that
AK∪U has full rank k + u. Then x∗ is the unique optimum of mod-BP if and only if
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(a) The polytope P ∩ PK has a u − 1 dimensional face FK = conv{sign(x∗i ai, i ∈ U which
is a simplex
(b) The hyperplane x′ν = 1 for ν =MAU(A′UMAU)−1sign(x∗U) is a supporting hyperplane
for the face in (a).
Proof. Again, it suffices to prove that (a) and (b) in theorem 4 are equivalent to (a)
and (b) in theorem 4. we proved in theorem 3 that F ∗K is a an m − u dimensional face
of both P ∗K and P ∗. Hence by duality there exists a face FK in P and in PK that has
dimension u− 1. The fact that FK is a simplex follows from the same argument we used
in proposition. This proves (a). Note here that P ∗K ⊂ P ∗K implies that face of For (a),
we note that a supporting hyperplane for P ∗K is also a supporting hyperplane for P ∗. So,
P ∗ ∩ F ∗K is an m − u dimensional face of P ∗. Once again by duality , there is an u − 1
dimensional face in P which is a simplex. (b) also follows by polar duality. The fact that
ν lies on a face F ∗ implies that F has to lie in such an hyperplane.
5.3 Conclusion
In this work, we have studied compressed sensing problems known as mod-BP, mod-
BPDN and mod-DS by making an extra assumption that we know the part of the support
in regular compressed sensing problems. We saw that this generalization not only per-
forms better both in theory and practice, it can also be applied to many applications as
discussed in chapter one.
After discussing fundamentals of sparse recovery and compressed sensing, we in-
troduced our research problems in chapter 1. In chapter 2, we proved that modified
`1-minimization programs, namely mod-BP, mod-BPDN and mod-DS, need weaker suf-
ficient conditions (based on RIC and ROC) than regular compressed sensing problems.
We also showed that our sufficient conditions are weaker than previously used sufficient
conditions for modified compressed sensing problems. At the end of chapter 2, we showed
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that some knowledge of the support of the signal helps to break the coherence barrier in
a deterministic compressed sensing problem.
In chapter 3, we turned to convex optimization theory to analyze modified `1-minimization
problems. We discussed various known necessary and sufficient conditions for mod-BP
and proved that previously known sufficient condition known as Fuchs’ condition can be
generalized to be a necessary and sufficient condition.
In chapter 4, we used an open source algorithm called homotopy algorithm and
compare the performance of mod-BPDN and BPDN. We demonstrated by several ex-
periments that numerical results corroborate our findings in chapter 2. Summary of our
research project results are presented in chapter 5. We also discussed some of our future
projects in this chapter.
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE USED FOR THE
EXPERIMENTS
These MATLAB code use an open source algorithm [2] called `1 homotopy package
and solve the mod-BPDN problem
minimize
x∈Rp 12∥y −Ax∥22 + λ∥xKc∥1, λ > 0 (mod-BPDN-Unconstrained)
Matlab Code
1 c l e a r ;
2 randn ( ’ s t a t e ’ , 0 )
3 rand ( ’ s t a t e ’ , 0 )
4 addpath u t i l s /
5 n=500;
6 s =60;
7 sigma =0.01;
8
9 f o r k =1:1:100
10 x 0 =2*( rand (n , 1 ) −0.5) *20 ;
11 idx=randperm (n) ;
12 sup=idx ( 1 : s ) ;
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13 sup c=s e t d i f f ( ( 1 : n ) , sup ) ;
14 x 0 ( sup c ) =0;
15
16
17 % Generating a n \ t imes m sampling matrix , 250 columns
w i l l be used f o r sampling
18 A 0 =randn (500 ,500) ;
19
20 % Sampling matrix A, weight W and the model with e r r o r e
21 f o r i =18:1:25 % we w i l l take 180 samples to 250 samples
when |K| i s 80%
22 % and 130 samples to 250 samples when |K| i s 60%
23 sam per =0.02* i ;
24 idx=randperm (n) ;
25 sam idx=idx ( 1 : in t64 ( sam per*n) ) ;
26 A=A 0 ( sam idx , : ) ;
27 f o r j =1:1 :n
28 A( : , j )=A( : , j ) /norm(A( : , j ) ) ;
29 end
30 e=sigma *( rand ( in t64 ( sam per*n) ,1 ) −1) *2 ;
31 y=A*x 0+e ;
32 e r r f u n = @( z ) (norm( x 0−z ) /norm( x 0 ) ) ˆ2 ;
33
34
35 %BPDN homotopy , note that lambda ( here tau ) i s chosen to
be max o f
36 %prede f in ed 1e−4*max( abs (A’* y ) and the t h e o r i t i c a l max
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37 opts . tau= max(1 e−4*max( abs (A’* y ) ) , sigma* s q r t ( l og (n) ) ) ;
38 opts . deb ias = 0 ;
39 opts . verbose = 0 ;
40 opts . p l o t s = 0 ;
41 opts . r ecord = 1 ;
42 opts . e r r f u n = e r r f u n ;
43 opts . delx mode=’ qr ’ ;
44 out = l1homotopy (A, y , opts ) ;
45 e r r c s (k , i )=norm( out . x out −x 0 ) /norm( x 0 ) ;
46
47
48 %mod−BPDN homotopy
49 %|K|=50% to 100%
50 f o r j =5:1:10
51 k per=j / 1 0 . 0 ;
52 idx=randperm ( length ( sup ) ) ;
53 k idx=sup ( idx ( 1 : l ength ( sup ) * k per ) ) ;
54 weight=ones (n , 1 ) ;
55 weight ( k idx )=1e5 ;
56 weight=diag ( weight ) ;
57 Aw=A*weight ;
58 opts . tau= max(1 e−4*max( abs (A’* y ) ) , sigma* s q r t ( l og (n)
) ) ;
59 opts . deb ias = 0 ;
60 opts . verbose = 0 ;
61 opts . p l o t s = 0 ;
62 opts . r ecord = 1 ;
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63 opts . e r r f u n = e r r f u n ;
64 opts . delx mode=’ mil ’ ;
65 opts . x o r i g=ze ro s (n , 1 ) ;
66 out =l1homotopy (Aw, y , opts ) ;
67 x out=weight *out . x out ;
68 err modcs (k , i , j )=norm( x out −x 0 ) /norm( x 0 ) ;
69
70 end
71
72 end
73 end
74 %Compare BPDN and mod−BPDN with |K|=60%,80%
75 tx =18 :1 :25 ;%tx =13 :1 :25 ;
76 f i g u r e
77 p lo t ( ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,mean( err BPDN ( : , tx ) ) , ’*− ’ , ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,mean
(err modBPDN ( : , tx , 8 ) ) , ’ o− ’ ) ;
78 l egend ( ’BPDN’ , ’mod−BPDN’ )
79 t i t l e ( [ ’NMSE Comparison f o r BPDN and mod−BPDN, ’ , ’ n=’ , num2str
(n) ] , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
80 xlim ( [ 180 250 ] ) ;
81 ylim ( [ −0 .01 0 . 1 4 ] ) ;
82 x l a b e l ( ’Number o f measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
83 y l a b e l ( ’ $\mathbf {\|\ hat{x}−x 0 \ | 2 /\ | x 0 \ | 2 }$ ’ , ’ i n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’
l a t e x ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
84 %performance o f mod−BPDN with K=50%−100%
85 tx =15:25;
86 f i g u r e
76
87 p lo t ( ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,mean(err modBPDN ( : , tx , 5 ) ) , ’− ’ , ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,
mean(err modBPDN ( : , tx , 6 ) ) , ’ o− ’ , ( 0 . 02* tx ) *500 ,mean(
err modBPDN ( : , tx , 7 ) ) , ’*− ’ , ( 0 . 05* tx ) *500 ,mean(err modBPDN ( : ,
tx , 8 ) ) , ’+− ’ , ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,mean(err modBPDN ( : , tx , 9 ) ) , ’ ˆ− ’
, ( 0 . 0 2* tx ) *500 ,mean(err modBPDN ( : , tx , 1 0 ) ) ) ;
88 l egend ( ’ |K|=50% ’ , ’ |K|=60% ’ , ’ |K|=70% ’ , ’ |K|=80% ’ , ’ |K|=90% ’ , ’ |K
|=100% ’ )
89 t i t l e ( [ ’NMSE Comparison f o r Mod−CS, ’ , ’ n=’ , num2str (n) ] , ’
FontSize ’ , 16) ;
90 xlim ( [ 150 250 ] ) ;
91 x l a b e l ( ’Number o f measurements ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
92 y l a b e l ( ’ $\mathbf {\|\ hat{x}−x 0 \ | 2 /\ | x 0 \ | 2 }$ ’ , ’ i n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’
l a t e x ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
93 %Inc lude the f o l l o w i n g to vary support
94 f o r i =6:1:12
95 s=i *10 ;
96 idx=randperm (n) ;
97 sup=idx ( 1 : s ) ;
98 sup c=s e t d i f f ( ( 1 : n ) , sup ) ;
99 x 0 =2*( rand (n , 1 ) −0.5) *20 ;
100 x 0 ( sup c ) =0;
101
102
103 e=sigma *( rand ( in t64 ( sam per*n) ,1 ) −1) *2 ;
104 y=A*x 0+e ;
105 e r r f u n = @( z ) (norm( x 0−z ) /norm( x 0 ) ) ˆ2 ;
106 end
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107 %And the p l o t i s ( s p a r s i t y v a r i e s from 60 to 120
108 tx =6:12;
109 f i g u r e
110 p lo t ( (10* tx ) ,mean( err BPDN ( : , tx ) ) , ’*− ’ , (10* tx +0.1) ,mean(
err modBPDN ( : , tx , 5 ) ) , ’ o− ’ ) ;
111 l egend ( ’BPDN’ , ’mod−BPDN’ )
112 t i t l e ( [ ’NMSE Comparison f o r BPDN and mod−BPDN, ’ , ’ n=’ , num2str
(n) ] , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
113 xlim ( [ 6 0 120 ] ) ;
114 x l a b e l ( ’ S i z e o f Support ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
115 y l a b e l ( ’ $\mathbf {\|\ hat{x}−x 0 \ | 2 /\ | x 0 \ | 2 }$ ’ , ’ i n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’
l a t e x ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 16) ;
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